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Mr. R.D. Marginson 

THE VICE-PRINCIPAL 

Dear Mr. Marginson, 

I have pleasure in making this most important submission, the Master Plan 

Report 1981, which is the second comprehensive planning study arising out of 

my appointment in 1968 as Master Planner, and comes fittingly at the end of 

the decade following the publication of the first comprehensive study, the 

Master Plan Report 1970. Those ten years saw the implementation of much that 

was recommended in the 1970 Report, and in the major supplementary reports, 

dealing with particular aspects or areas, which followed it. That achievement is 

reviewed and assessed in this submission. 

As you are well aware, this Report is the outcome of a long period of 

constructive collaboration between myself and the Central Building Planning 

Committee, its Steering Committee, and the Steering Committee Working 

Group. The members of those bodies have made most valuable personal 

contributions to the document by way of original material, comment, 

corrections and revision. Without their help the Report could not have been 

written. My gratitude and thanks are due to all, and especially to the Vice-

Chancellor, Professor Sir David Derham; to yourself as Vice-Chairman, C.B.P.C. 

and Chairman of the Steering Committee and its Working Group; to Professor 

L.K. Stevens, Chairman of the Central Building Planning Committee; and to 
Professor T.C. Chambers, Chairman of the Grounds Committee, whose work 

has done so much to improve the landscape of the University. The Controller 

(Buildings), Mr. M.R. Pawsey, has played a major part, as has his staff. They 

have been an invaluable source of research material and practical help 

throughout the course of the work, and mention must be made of the 

admirable executive work of Mr. Peter Foster. 

It is a matter of great satisfaction to myself, as I am sure it must be to all of you 

who have worked so hard to bring about the changes of the last decade, to see 

the University and its Master Planner receive the 1981 Medal for Community 

and Urban Design of the Victorian Chapter, Royal Australian Institute of 

Architects, for the Master Plan project and the environmental design of the 
grounds. 

I hope that the acceptance and publication of this report by the University will 

help to consolidate and extend these achievements. 

Yours sincerely, 

Bryce Mortlock 

Master Planner 

Ancher, Mortlock & Woolley Pty. Ltd., Architects and Planners. 

November 1981 
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UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE 
MASTER PLAN REPORT 1981 
FOREWORD 

At its meeting on 1 March, 1971, the Council of the University of Melbourne 
gave authority for the release of the University of Melbourne Master Plan 
Report, 1970 under the seal of the University, and resolved as follows: 

"The Council of the University of Melbourne, having commissioned 
Ancher Mortlock, Murray and Woolley of Sydney to prepare a Master 
Plan and having adopted recommendations from the Interim Report of 
October 1969 for guidance in placement of buildings for the 1970/72 
triennium and, having received at its meeting of 1st March, 1971 'The 
University of Melbourne Master Plan Report 1970', resolves that the 
planning principles incorporated therein are acceptable for future 
development of the University site. 

"It is observed by Council in passing this resolution, that this acceptance 
of the principles contained in the Report and as illustrated in the 
schematic plans, does not commit the University to specific buildings or 
development or to any order in which buildings will be erected. Further, it 
is seen that the notional construction shown in the staged diagrams 
indicates possible future sites, not all of which may be used. It is, 
however, accepted that no construction would be permitted on sites 
other than those indicated in the Master Plan Report." 

To grasp the full significance of the Council's resolution it is necessary to 
know that the 1970 Report began by laying down certain fundamental 
planning principles, and then showed, in plans and diagrams, how the 
application of the principles could define the limits of possible building. The 
logic underlying this Report structure was recognised and endorsed by the 
Council resolution, which established that the University 

— accepted the principles 

— accepted that nothing was to be built outside the defined limits 

— realized that the fixing of limits to building did not entail a 
commitment to build up to those limits, or even to build at all. 

What the University had done was to give itself a set of notional 'envelopes' 
within which future building would take place, if and when it was required. 
Within the framework thus adopted, decisions to proceed with building 
programmes or particular buildings could be made, modified, or unmade 
from time to time as the need arose. 

In this way the 1970 Report provided the University with a master plan 
which allowed the greatest degree of flexibility in responding to the 
essentially unpredictable changes in the needs and opportunities for 
building, whilst at the same time ensuring that any development was 
subject to the firmest possible guidelines, designed to protect and enhance 
the physical amenity of the whole. 

The 1970 Report was quite unequivocal on these two points, flexibility and 
firmness. In 2.5, The planning process, it said "Principles, once established, 
should function as guidelines which cannot be crossed, but within which 
the utmost freedom of choice is to be preserved ... plans for future action, 
no matter how detailed and specific, do not restrict choice or commit the 
future until acted upon." And in 5.42, The limit of building, ''It is the 
guidelines which are the really important things. The buildings shown on 
the ultimate development plan are within the guidelines, so they may be 
built or they may not; the choice is open. But buildings which are not 
shown are outside the guidelines, and are therefore absolutely prohibited; 
these are truly the buildings which may never be built.' 
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There were two very good reasons why these basic concepts needed 
constant reiteration, both in the text of the Report and in the Council 
resolution. Guidelines expressed in words have a comforting air of 
abstraction, of generality, of fuzziness, even of unreality; but when they are 
drawn on plans, as eventually they must be, they suddenly acquire a 
disturbingly concrete appearance. Boundaries within which buildings may 
be built can be mistaken for the outlines of real buildings. When that 
happens, the distinction between, on the one hand, firmness and precision 
in the setting of boundaries, and, on the other, flexibility and freedom of 
action within those boundaries, is lost. The distinction is absolutely vital to 
effective planning, and therefore it cannot be emphasised too much. 

The second reason is that the 1970 Report, besides setting the limits of 
possible ultimate development, also undertook forecasts of hypothetical 
future development by triennial stages up to 1985. These were necessarily 
illustrated by drawings showing the development which might occur in 
each stage. Indeed, the proposed buildings in the 1973-75 triennium were 
clearly stated to be those for which the University was requesting capital 
grants from the Australian Universities Commission and which the 
University fully intended to build if the funds were granted. However, it was 
made equally clear that forecasts for later triennia were founded on 
assumptions which, whilst they were the most realistic possible in the 
circumstances, could by no means be regarded as final. "The assumptions 
made at this time, therefore, in no way commit the allocation of capital 
funds received in future triennia." (1970 Report, 4.9, Space requirement 
forecasts). 

These predictions, therefore, are no more than exercises in applying the 
planning principles to hypothetical future conditions. As such, they are both 
a legitimate and a necessary part of any planning system; legitimate, since 
planning must involve some attempt to look into the future; necessary, to 
demonstrate how the system is intended to work. 

And, of course, insofar as such assumptions may later prove to be valid, the 
forecasts may in time be adopted as firm proposals. Until that time, 
however, they are only foreshadowings, not to be mistaken for the 
substance of the plan, notwithstanding the drawings of specific buildings 
with which they are illustrated. Taking shadow for substance is the same 
mistake as taking guidelines for buildings. The same injunctions are 
necessary to guard against it. 

Reviewing the first ten years 

The master plan presented in the 1970 Report has completed the first 
decade of its active existence. This is an appropriate time to review that 
decade; to report on, and illustrate, the development that has taken place; 
to assess the effectiveness of the master plan guidelines in controlling that 
development; to identify the pressures for change that have occurred since 
1970, and forecast their likely effects in the future; and finally, in,the light of 
the foregoing, to review the guidelines themselves, and if necessary revise 
them. 

This 1981 Master Plan Report therefore divides logically into two major 
parts: 

Part 1 : Review of the decade since the 1970 Report 

Part 2 : Pressures for Change, and necessary revisions. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE 
MASTER PLAN REPORT 1981 
1. REVIEW OF THE DECADE 1970 - 1980 

1.1 1970 REPORT: A RECAPITULATION 

To review the history of the master plan's first ten years, it is 
necessary to be conversant with the master plan itself. Its 
recommendations are, of course, embodied in the 1970 Report, 
which must be regarded as the only authentic source of 
information about them. On that understanding, a recapitulation 
of the 1970 Report's main recommendations, and other relevant 
data, is given here for convenience of reference. 

The Nature of Planning 

After an Introduction, summarizing the sequence of events 
leading up to the drafting and publication of the master plan, the 
1970 Report then has a philosophic section, the Nature of 
Planning, in which the conclusion is reached that the planning 
process consists of three major steps: 

Principles: specify the standards to be observed 
Data: 	collect data relative to the problem 
Application: apply principles to data to produce trial solution 

Each of these steps is dealt with in turn in the next three sections 
of the Report, whose structure is thus the same as that of the 
planning process as described. 

"The stability of the principles, therefore, is the sole guarantee 
of consistency and continuity throughout the planning 
process" said the Report (2.5). "Once ... valid principles have 
been established, planning can be carried out and updated 
mainly by reiterating the second and third steps." 

That is in fact how matters have proceeded. The first iteration 
took place within the 1970 Report, to produce the plans, 
diagrams, and triennial forecasts already referred to in the 
Foreword. Subsequent reiterations, usually in the form of 
supplementary reports on various aspects of the work, will be 
described later. This 1981 Report is itself a major reiteration or 
revision of the work as a whole. 

Planning Principles 

This is the key section of the 1970 Report, in which the 
principles, designed to give stability and continuity to future 
development, are proposed in general terms. It begins with a 
statement of the overall aim: "to ensure that land is put to its 
most appropriate use as intensively as possible, by integrated 
design of both buildings and open space." (Summary, 3.2). 
"provided that certain standards of building form and open 
space are observed, the academic centre of a University should 
be developed as intensively as possible, and ... in any case there 
is a limit beyond which it should not be allowed to spread, no 
matter how much land is available." (3.3). 

That limit is set by walking distances between related buildings 
during a ten minute change-over period, after allowing time for 
getting out of one building and into the other. The limiting 
distance is smaller than planners generally admit. 



The inevitable conclusion is that an efficient university building 
layout must be fairly dense — too dense to support the idea of 
buildings as 'pavilions in a park.' Analysis of building form shows 
that pavilions — free-standing buildings — are the most 
inefficient land users, requiring impossibly low densities if the 
open space between them is to have acceptable amenity 
standards. 'Court-form' layouts — buildings around courts — 
are the most efficient, and the courts provide the most agreeable 
open spaces for university conditions of use. It is no accident 
that court-form layouts were employed in samany of the great 
traditional universities. 

The firm recommendation is that future development should be 
in the form of generally low-rise buildings around courts (3.51). A 
formula is given for determining the proportions of courts and 

related buildings; how this is derived (from sun angles) is 
explained in an appendix (6.4). 

Various other advantages of continuous linked buildings are 
discussed; flexibility in use, standardization of building types, 
urban streetscape, thermal efficiency, reduced wind effects. 
Standards are proposed for control of form, structure, materials 
and colour. Sound insulation and sun control methods are 
reviewed. 

Subsections on Traffic standards (3.6) and Landscaping (3.7) lay 
down the principles which have guided the subsequent 
transformation of the grounds, considered by many to be the 
most striking of the changes following the adoption of the 
master plan. The overriding aim was to develop the grounds for 
optimum use and enjoyment by people on foot. Whilst 
satisfactory provision was to be made for essential traffic, 
through traffic was to be eliminated by treating the external 
roads as a ring system, the internal roads as spurs and loops off it. 
Vehicle noise and speed, and the number and length of vehicle 
trips, were all to be reduced. Parking in the grounds would be 
diminished by providing peripheral car parks, parking 
underground and under buildings. A pedestrian precinct was to 

be created. 

Spaces between buildings are outdoor living areas; as such they 
are as important as the buildings. Their landscaping and planting 
must be designed as part of the total concept, in such a way as 
to encourage use and discourage abuse of the grounds. 

More detailed landscaping recommendations, prepared in 
collaboration with Professors Chambers and Turner of Botany, 
were included. These were restated and amplified in the 
supplementary Landscape Elements Report, 1974, which will be 
described in a later section. 

How all these recommendations were subsequently put into 
practice will also be described and illustrated in a later section of 
this 1981 Report. 
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Data Collection 

This section corresponds to the second step of the planning 
process as previously described. As a matter of policy the 1970 
Report recommended that data would be collected, as and 
when required, by surveys, investigations and studies of 
particular areas, performed in each case by the appropriate 
specialist in that area (whether external consultant or internal 
department, committee, or the like). That policy has been 
consistently pursued throughout the decade, as will appear later 
in this Review. The 1970 Report advised against single 
comprehensive whole-field surveys carried out all at the one 
time, on the grounds that most of the information collected this 
way was likely to be redundant or obsolete by the time it was 
presented. The whole course of events since 1970 testifies to 
the soundness of this advice. The same applies to the proposal 
for a long-range social survey, also dropped on the Master 
Planner's advice. 

Data Collection (4) in the 1970 Report therefore consists of 
surveys from various sources collected to provide the material 
upon which to perform the first exercise in the application of the 
planning principles. 

A survey of sub-soil conditions was performed by engineering 
consultants, Ove Arup & Partners. 

An inventory of spaces in existing buildings was compiled by the 
University Buildings. Branch, and coded for computer application 
by Administrative Computer Services. 

A 'proximity relations' survey was carried out by questionnaire, 
to show the degree of connection between departments. 

The Victorian Crown Lands and Survey Department did a site 
survey by aerial photography, converted this to an analogue 
plot, and thence to punch cards for digital plot. Further 
information was fed in from records by Buildings Branch and 
ACS. 

Harris Lange & Partners made a study of special traffic and 
parking needs, leading to a recommendation on parking 
structures. Specifically, the site under the South Lawn, suggested 
in the Draft Master Plan of 1969, was chosen; a feasibility study 
'Report on the Underground Parking Facility' was submitted by 
Harris Lange in July 1970, accepted in principle by the University, 
and instructions were given in that year to proceed with this first 
major structure to be built in accordance with the guidelines of 
the Master Plan. 



A projection on future student numbers was supplied by the 
Policy Committee of the Professorial Board. Its finding — 16,000 
total to 1985 (post graduate 2,200, other 13,800) — has proved 
to be one of the predictions least in need of revision, although 
for reasons somewhat different to those foreseeable at the time 
it was made. 

Tentative building programmes by triennia up to 1985 were 
drawn up within the University, using the most reasonable 
assumptions that could be made at that time, as mentioned in 
the Foreword to this Report. The extent to which they were 
confirmed or falsified by events will be related further on in this 
Review. 

A report on the possible establishment of student housing in 
Carlton, commissioned by the University Student Housing Board 
from Daryl Jackson and Evan Walker, Architects, was also 
incorporated into this section pursuant to the policy referred to 
above. 

Application 

Armed with these data, the 1970 Report embarked on the third 
step of the planning process, the application of the principles to 
the known or anticipated circumstances. 

Expand the Site 

Its first conclusion was that the University needed more land. 
Although more intensive and attractive use could eventually be 
made of the existing grounds, in the shorter term building sites 
were not available there for all the immediate building needs. 
Many potential building sites were occupied by existing low-
density buildings which had not yet come either to the end of 
their economic life or could not be removed until new space 
was available for decanting; some were protected by other 
considerations such as historic, aesthetic, or sentimental value. 
(Several were to prove far more restrictive than could have been 
foreseen.) 

The University had already begun to acquire sites in two areas of 
Carlton adjoining the University across Swanston Street 
(designated Carlton 'A' & 'B').' The Report endorsed the 
intention to consolidate these areas for University use, and 
included plans showing how development in them might be 
staged. (The student housing proposal for'Area'B' has already 
been mentioned.) 



A strong recommendation was made to consider extending the 
University's property ownership into the streets fronting on 
University Square, which the Report saw as the proper forecourt 
to the University's main entrance in Grattan Street. This 
recommendation is now being actively pursued by the 
University, as will be described later. 

The Report also touched on possible long-term future uses for 
Melbourne General Cemetery. It seemed reasonably certain that 
the cemetery would become available for other use at some 
distant future time. Ten years later that certainly still seems 
reasonable, but the future time appears just as distant. The 1970 
Report put forward the suggestion that the future uses might be 
parkland, with some playing areas and perhaps small scale 
residential development. Upon reconsideration after ten years it 
would seem that both the University's and the public's interest 
would be best served if the choice were parkland, protected 
against any sort of encroachment, and available to all for passive 
recreation. 

The Road System 

A plan was drawn (1970 Fig. 5.21) showing how the road system 
might be altered to conform to the traffic recommendations. 
Another drawing (1970 Fig. 5.31.1) showed how these road 
changes opened the way to the creation of a traffic-free 
University Centre of linked pedestrian courts. The conversion of 
the South Lawn into the University's main quadrangle in 
conjunction with the construction of the underground parking 
facility was here included as a firm and specific 
recommendation. The 1970 Report's projections in all these 
areas have now been largely realized, as will be described in 
more detail later. 

The Triennial Stages 

Dividing the grounds into precincts, the 1970 Report included 
plans projecting the possible development of each precinct by 
triennial stages up to 1985. This exercise concluded with an 
overall plan of the grounds, including Carlton Areas A & B, 
showing what would exist in 1985 if all this possible 
development took place. (1970 Fig. 5.38). The point has already 
been made that forecasts of this kind are legitimate and 
necessary exercises, but they are not the substance of the 
master plan. The only certain thing that can be said about them 
is that they will prove inaccurate. The extent to which that has 
happened with these forecasts will be discussed in the Review 
part of this Report. 



It should be noted, however, that in one significant respect 
these precinct plans were something more than a wholly 
disposable exércise. For the period up to the end of 1975 (as 
previously mentioned) they showed particular buildings which 
the University fully intended to build, if it got the funds, on 
clearly designated sites. Beyond 1975 the plans showed how 
those buildings, once built, would commit the development of 
their surroundings in accordance with the master plan. (In this 
respect the forecast timetable is irrelevant). 

The significance of these facts to the siting of Genetics, and its 
implications for the Conservatorium site, will be discussed later. 

Completion of groups and the limit of building 

Finally the 1970 Report contained two plans of the grounds, 
including Carlton Areas 'A' & 'B', showing what may be described 
as their penultimate and ultimate development potential. 

The 'penultimate' plan (1970 Fig. 5.41) was called Completion of 
Groups. Its name indicates that it was intended to show how the 
ground plan would look if all the building groups were 
completed which were assumed to have been started by 1985. 
As the 1970 Report pointed out, whilst in some cases it could be 
argued that there was no aesthetic disadvantage in leaving a 
particular precinct incomplete, in other cases it would be quite 
undesirable. The latter applies especially to court-form groups. 
"The planned benefits from the enclosure of courts, for instance, 
will not be realized until the enclosure is complete." Examples 
are given, the most notable being the Biological Sciences.  
precinct. "... permanent landscaping is inhibited so long as the 
building group is incomplete.... the ultimate completion of 
these closed forms is implied in their commencement." 

These remarks are especially relevant to those groups which 
were actually commenced during the decade under review. 

The 'ultimate' plan (1970 Fig. 5.42), called "The Limit of 
Building", should be seen as the direct response to the 
University's original letter of invitation, which asked the planner 
to show 'the maximum volumetric development possible' on the 
site. This plan does just that. The 'possible' building volumes 
shown all conform to the principles already stated, and are 
derived by application of the formula relating buildings to open 
space. The exercise is interesting in that it demonstrated the 
possibility of finding locations in the long term for more building 
volume than would ever be likely to be needed for a population 
of 16,000, given even the most extravagant assumptions of 
future floor space/population ratios. True planning flexibility 
requires that the options be kept open, however improbable 
they may seem. However, the real value of this plan, as the 1970 
Report said, is that it shows where buildings may not occur 
under any circumstances. 



1.2 SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS 

1.2.1 Introduction 

As mentioned above in Data Collection, the policy of 
the Master Plan rejects single comprehensive whole-
field surveys, and recommends instead specific studies 
of particular areas of planning, performed as and when 
required, by the appropriate specialist in that area. The 
'supplementary reports' described below are precisely 
the specific studies envisaged by the plan. 

It should be apparent from the descriptions given here 
that they have been produced to deal progressively 
with developments and circumstances which in most 
cases could not have been predicted at the beginning of 
the planning period. Nevertheless in each instance they 
are able to put forward recommendations within the 
guidelines laid down by the Master Plan. 

The studies have been produced either by the Master 
Planner, Bryce Mortlock, or by other specialists in 
consultation with the Master Planner. 

1.2.2 Interim Master Plan Report 1969 

The 1970 Master Plan Report was preceded by an 
Interim Report of September, 1969 which set out in 
draft form most of the planning principles and many of 
the specific proposals later adopted. The timing of the 
Interim Report was dictated by the announcement, on 
22 August, 1969, of the AUC grants for the 1970-72 
capital works programme. A prime objective of the 
Interim Report was to determine the location and form 
of the works thus funded, so that they would conform 
as far as possible to the future Master Plan. 

Amongst the grants were funds for Electrical 
Engineering and Metallurgy. It was proposed that these 
should be applied to a single new building, south of 
Wilson Hall, and on the same alignment. 

The Interim Report also contained far-reaching 
proposals for the South Lawn area; it was to become a 
traffic-free quadrangle, raised to a single level and re-
landscaped; and the space underneath could, it was 
suggested, be economically developed for parking. 

1.2.3 Report on the Underground Parking Facility 1970 

Harris Lange and Partners, consulting engineers and 

planners. 

These two proposals — the new Engineering building 
and the quadrangle — were closely interrelated. If both 
were to proceed, their designs would have to be 
carefully co-ordinated. It was necessary, therefore, to 
determine the feasibility of the quadrangle-car park 
proposal as a matter of urgency. 
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3. Section through car park shells. (Loder & Bayly). 
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4. Professor's Road before conversion. 

5. Professors' Walk after conversion. 

Harris Lange and Partners, who were already advising on 
parking and traffic matters, were given a brief for the 
feasibility study. Their Report on the Underground 
Parking Facility, dated 13 July, 1970, was the result. 

In all essentials, the Interim Report recommended the 
development of the quadrangle and underground 
car park as it exists today. The Interim Master Plan 
recommendations included: 

— The South Lawn area be raised to a uniform level 
at the height of the foot of the steps leading into 
the Old Quad 

— The space underneath to be a single-level 
underground car park with a capacity (estimated) 
of 376 cars 2 1 

— The roof of the car park to be constructed of 
hyperbolic paraboloid concrete shells, entirely 
covered with soil, and landscaped. The form of the 
shells allows a soil depth of more than 1 metre 
over each column, sufficient for the planting of 
large trees.[ 3 

— Vehicle access to the car park by ramp off Wilson 
Avenue, between Wilson Hall and the new 
Electrical/Metallurgy building. 

— A major pedestrian way from the Grattan Street 
entrance, under the arch of the John Medley 
building, up a broad flight of steps to the new 
plaza and thence to the Old Quad. 

— Revision of the road system to ensure that the 
new South Lawn quadrangle would be a traffic-
free precinct, and to follow the principle of using 
the external street system as the ring road rather 
than the internal road system. 

— The conversion of that part of Professors' Road in 
front of the Baillieu and Medical Libraries to a 
pedestrian walkway (now Professors' Walk). 

The recommendations were accepted in principle by 
the University, and instructions to proceed were given. 
Subject to some further refinements to the internal road 
system, the recommendations were adopted as part of 
the Master Plan and incorporated in the Master Plan 
Report 1970.. 	The underground car park and the new 
South Lawn Quadrangle thus became the first major 
structure to be built in accordance with the plan. It was 
also highly significant, in that it established the pattern 
for the progressive conversion of the University centre 
into a pedestrian precinct of interconnected courts and 
walkways; a conversion which many regard as the most 
agreeable of the changes to the character of the 
grounds which have resulted from the Master Plan. 

111 
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1.2.4 Parking Under the Sports Area 1972 
Loder & Bayly, consulting engineers and planners. 
(Drawing 3) 

At the time of the preparation of the 1970 Report, Harris 
Lange & Partners produced a 'Preliminary parking and 
traffic study' (1970) which investigated (amongst other 
things) possible sites for parking structures. One of 
these was chosen for immediate development — the 
South Lawn site, as previously described. Of the others, 
the most promising major possibility was in the 
Recreation Grounds area, north of Tin Alley. In 1972, 
therefore, Loder and Bayly were asked to investigate the 
feasibility and costs of building a car parking structure 
beneath the sports fields. 

In this report, dated 21 August, 1972, they advise that 
the project is feasible up to about 1400 car spaces 
before access problems become unacceptable. 
Necessary modifications to Tin Alley and access points 
are discussed. Various possible structures are examined, 
of which the following are recommended as the most 
appropriate: 

— a mechanically ventilated car park for about 450 
cars on one level, wholly beneath the running 
track area. 

— a side (naturally) ventilated car park for about 980 
cars on one level under the oval, which would 
involve lifting the oval about 900 mm. 

The report goes into questions of layout, structure and 
cost in considerable detail, which need not be repeated 
here. It is sufficient to note that, as a result of this report, 
the concept of a car park under the running track gained 
acceptance, and Loder and Bayly were subsequently 
commissioned to develop the proposal further. A 
request to the Universities Commission for a supporting 
grant was endorsed in a recommendation for a half-cost 
grant for the 1976/78 Triennium, which was lost when 
the triennium was cancelled (as explained in sections 
1.4.6, The 1976/78 Triennium and the Sixth Report, and 
1.4.7, Car Parking). 

By mid-1979 Loder and Bayly had completed working 
drawings for a two-level car park (to be known as the 
North Car Park) of approximately 1000 cars. The calling 
of tenders, however, had to await the outcome of a 
request to the Tertiary Education Commission for a 
contribution towards the cost. That request was not 
supported. 

Despite this opposition it appears governments have 
financed major surface car parking in universities 
generously endowed by space. 
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Car parking structures which have been built have had 
to be financed in other ways, usually by borrowings 
serviced from user fees. The Underground Car Park at 
the University of Melbourne has been financed by a fee 
from regular users within the grounds. However the 
Melbourne City Council parking code now requires the 
University to provide off-street parking at the rate of 
one car space to 93m 2  of floor area. These spaces can 
no longer be provided on the surface of the grounds. 
The University is therefore obliged to argue that parking 
related to new building should be funded from the 
same source, at least to the extent that it cannot be 
wholly financed from user fees (as in this case). The 
construction of the North Car Park therefore remains an 
important element of the University's planning policy. 

1.2.5 Landscape Elements Report 1974 
Ancher Mortlock Murray & Woolley, architects and 
planners. 

A section on Landscaping and Planting was included in 
the Master Plan Report 1970. It established general 
principles but suggested that more detailed matters 
should be considered in future papers. 

The conversion of the South Lawn showed what 
tremendous potential exists in landscaping for the 
improvement of open spaces. It underlined the 
importance of having consistent landscape policies, 
both in general and in detail. 

From the commencement of the master planning 
enterprise in 1968, those policies have been evolving 
through a continuous and fruitful collaboration 
between the Master Planner and University 
representatives (in particular the Grounds Sub-
Committee of the University Council Buildings 
Committee, its Chairman, Professor T.C. Chambers, and 
the Controller (Buildings) Mr. M.R. Pawsey). Specific 
design ideas were being tested by practical application 
in the grounds; for instance the definition of pedestrian 
pathways by the use of the oatmeal coloured 'Clifton 
Grey' brick, laid with unmortared joints on a porous 
sub-base. 

By 1974 it was considered time to collect these policies 
and design principles into a supplementary report, 
which would function as a handbook to guide future 
development. This report would also provide an 
opportunity to make recommendations in further areas, 
such as signs, outdoor furniture and lighting, which up 
till then had not been researched in detail. The Master 
Planner, Bryce Mortlock, was commissioned to do this 
work. The University of Melbourne Landscape Elements 
Report (April 1974) was the result. 

13 



in keeping with the master planning philosophy of 
combining firmness with flexibility, the Report's aim was 
to lay down firm guidelines within which there would 
nevertheless be considerable freedom in the design or 
choice of specific landscape items. It did not, therefore, 
pretend to be a design patternbook or warehouse 
catalogue, but rather a set of principles from which 
working designs could be evolved and available 
products selected. It envisaged that the Buildings 
Branch would compile a catalogue òf such designs and 
products which would be constantly revised and 
brought up to date. 

The Report's sections may be summarized thus: 

(i) Introduction 
Space between buildings is as important as the 
buildings; it is the job of landscaping to create 
outdoor living areas adapted to a variety of 
activities. Spaces are analysed and classified as 
movement spaces (roads, paths), static spaces 
(courts, quads, places), and residual spaces 
(edges, surrounds, islands). The classes are 
identified on a Spatial Analysis Plan, and typical 
examples are illustrated by 'before and after' 
sketches. 

(ii) Planting 
Consolidated the general principles stated in 
the 1970 Report. 

(iii) Paving 
Each different class of surface — roads, paths, 
courts — should be identified and delineated 
by its characteristic paving type. Walking 
surfaces should be paved in small units, laid dry 
on porous sub-base. In particular the network of 
pedestrian routes should be uniformly paved in 
brick, following the South Lawn precedent. In 
those courts where an individual character is 
sought another element could be introduced. 
(e.g. Rubbo Memorial Precinct — bluestone; 
Cussonia Court — sawn bluestone; Council 
Chamber Undercroft — random rectilinear 
slate). 

(iv) Signs 
Classified into four types — Direction, 
Identification, Control, Topical Information. 
Sketches illustrate a wide range of existing 
examples. 

Recommendations are given for collecting and 
grouping signs in sign frames, for lettering type 
and sizes, colours, visitors guide maps. 
Prototypes of the various elements are 
recommended to be made. 
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(y) Furniture 
An analysis of existing examples of seats, bins, 
cycle racks, 'phone booths, shelters, railings, 
barriers, notice boards, display cases, drinking 
fountains. Performance requirements and 
generalized specifications are given for each 
element, with sketch illustrations. 

(vi) Outdoor Lighting 
Classified into trafficway lighting, walkway 
lighting, lighting of outdoor and semi-outdoor 
places, 'effect' lighting. Again, generalized and 
performance requirements are given, with 
sketches. A general objective is to reduce the 
proliferation of diverse lighting types and to 
introduce a degree of family resemblance in the 
form of the various fittings to be selected. The 
paper is non-technical, and warns that technical 
aspects must be taken into consideration in the 
actual selection. 

1.2.6 Leicester Street Proposal, South Carlton 1974 
(A report to the Australian Universities Commission on 
a proposal to purchase property for University 
development in Leicester Street, South Carlton.) 
Daryl Jackson-Evan Walker Architects Pty. Ltd. 

As described above (in Expand the Site) the 1970 
Report concluded that the University would need more 
land. It therefore endorsed the University's intention to 
consolidate its site acquisitions in two areas of Carlton 
across Swanston Street (Carlton Areas 'A' and 'B'). It 
also strongly advocated expansion into the South 
Carlton area across Grattan Street, fronting University 
Square. 

In 1970, sites in the latter area were too expensive for 
the University to contemplate buying, because of their 
development potential under current City codes. The 
University therefore concentrated on its plans for Areas 
'A' and 'B'. Those plans included the transfer of the 
Faculty of Music to a new building in Area 'B' during the 
1973-75 triennium. 

By 1974, however, these intentions were confronted by 
two new developments. 

A resident action group, the Carlton Association, 
dedicated to preserving the small-scale residential 
character of the district east of Swanston Street, and 
concerned at what it regarded as the University's 
encroachment on that area, now came out in strong 
opposition to any development, other than residential, 
north of Elgin Street (that is, in Area 'B'). 
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At the same time the new City of. Melbourne Strategy 
Plan (1972) proposed that the South Carlton Area be a 
'mixed use' zone (including University use) with 
lowered densities. This recommendation had the effect 
of reducing property values, formerly geared to 
commercial redevelopment potential. Two large sites in 
Leicester Street, which had been used for industrial 
purposes, now came on the market at prices not out of 
line with those east of Swanston Street. 

The University regards good relations with neighbouring 
communities to be of great importance. It considered 
the Carlton Association's views as to its intentions to be 
unfounded, but it was willing to explore every 
possibility of locating its limited expansion programme 
where it would create least conflict with the 
community. The existing character of the South Carlton 
area around University Square was predominantly 
commercial and industrial, and as such was not so 
sensitive to change in the eyes of the Carlton 
Association. One obvious possibility, therefore, was to 
direct expansion away from Area 'B' and into South 
Carlton. The first step would be to acquire the Leicester 
Street sites for the new Music Faculty building. 

Funds had already been sought from the AUC for site 
purchases in Area 'A', as part of the 1973-75 triennial 
submission., The most that could be expected was that 
the AUC would consent to these funds being diverted 
to the Leicester Street purchase. As a matter of urgency, 
therefore, it was necessary to submit a feasibility study 
to the AUC setting out the reasoning behind the 
proposed diversion, and demonstrating the suitability of 
the site for the proposed purpose. Daryl Jackson-Evan 
Walker Architects Pty. Ltd. were commissioned to 
preparé the report, and the Leicéster Street Proposal 
(August:1974) was the result. 

It begins with a Statement of Objective, supported by 
background information, generally covering the history 
and reasoning given above. Then follows a section on 
the development potential of the South Carlton area, in 
the light of the Strategy Plan and the University's 
Planning policies. Finally, there is a more detailed 
analysis of the block bounded by Leicester, Pelham, 
Bouverie and Grattan Streets, with block plans showing 
existing and potential uses. The proposed Music site is 
examined in greater depth. Conforming to the Strategy 
Plan's mixed use objectives, the study shows how the 
site could be developed for Music, Archives, and non-
collegiate student housing. Elevations of all four.street 
frontages show existing and proposed buildings, and 
the study concludes with photo-montages from a 
number of different viewpoints. 

The outcome of the above was that the University was 
able to buy the Leicester Street properties; but since 
1974 no government funding has been provided for 
capital works of the magnitude of the Music building, 
and the sites therefore remain undeveloped. 
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1.2.7 Parking and Traffic Study 1975 
Ioder and Bayly, consulting engineers and planners 

As previously mentioned, the Master Plan Report 1970 
made use of some of the data and recommendations 
from Harris Lange and Partners' 'Preliminary parking and 
traffic study' of the same year. One of the 
recommendations was that further, more detailed traffic 
studies should be undertaken. 

By 1975 it had become apparent that it was time to 
bring the preliminary study up to date with a 
comprehensive survey, which would take into account 
the changes which had occurred in the meantime. 
These included the changes already made to the 
internal road system, the completion of the South Car 
Park (the car park under the South Lawn), the 
diminished expectation of funds for new building, the 
City Council's policy on off-street parking, and the 
effect of the 1973 oil crisis on future travel modes. Loder 
and Bayly were commissioned to carry out the new 
study. 

Taking previous reports as a starting point, Loder and 
Bayly examined these post-1970 developments and the 
new attitudes to travel and parking, with especial 
reference to student attitudes and needs. They re-
examined the road system and its entrances. Their 
report of February, 1975 makes these 
recommendations: 

— The road system proposed in the Master Plan 
remains the most appropriate, and the proposals 
should continue to be implemented; the closure 
of Professors' Road is specifically mentioned (now 
achieved). 

— The Tramways Board should be asked to move 
tram stop no. 10 on Swanston Street south of 
Monash Road, to improve the efficiency of that 
exit in the evening peak period. 

— The number of entrance control staff could be 
reduced by certain changes to the entrances and 
exits, which are discussed. Sketches show possible 
variations to the layout of the Grattan Street 
entrance. Details of traffic counts are given. 

— Surveys show that enough students would be 
willing and able to pay for parking to justify the 
construction of a two-level car park beneath the 
running track partly for student use. Parking 
should also be provided beneath the proposed 
new Agriculture building on Royal Parade, and 
other new buildings in future. Separate above-
ground parking structures should not be built. 

— Surface parking in the grounds should be further 
reduced from 550 to 350 spaces by the removal of 
all kerbside parking. 
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— Car park capacity can be increased by designing 
for the smaller average car sizes which are likely in 
future. Capacity in existing car parks could be 
increased by partial use of attendant parking. 

The ultimate capacity of off-street car parking provided 
by these means is estimated to be 3800 places, or two-
thirds of the ultimate possible demand. In the 
surrounding streets within 500 metres of the grounds 
there were approximately 4000 places, metered and 
unmetered. The report tends to assume (as does the 
City Council) that the University is not entitled to take 
these into account. This assumption has since been 
questioned (see below). 

1.2.8 University Square Precinct 
Master Plan Report 1977 
Ancher Mortlock and Woolley Pty. Ltd., architects and 
planners. 
(Drawings 4 and 5) 

The Leicester Street Proposal of 1974 (see above) was 
directed towards a specific objective — to seize the 
opportunity of acquiring two sites in Leicester Street. 
The addition of those sites to other property holdings in 
the area confirmed the University's commitment to 
development in the University Square precinct of South 
Carlton. 

It was therefore considered desirable that the whole 
area — that is, the blocks on both sides of the Square, 
the Square itself, and the surrounding streets — should 
be the subject of a detailed study covering all the 
aspects dealt with in the 1970 Report, and showing how 
the area should be integrated into the overall Master 
Plan. 

The Master Planner, Bryce Mortlock, was asked to do 
this work. The University Square Precinct Master Plan 
Report was completed in October, 1977. Its sections are 
summarized below under their respective headings. 

(i) Why a University Square Precinct? 
A review of the reasons (already discussed 
above) for the transfer of interest away from 
Carton, Area 'B'; supported by quotations from 
the 1970 Report, urging development of 
University Square as the true forecourt to the 
main entrance in Grattan Street. 

(ii) Principles Governing Redevelopment: Master 
Plan Report 1970 
The principles of the 1970 Report apply as much 
to this precinct as to the main site; a summary 
of relevant passages is given. 
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(iii) Principles Governing Redevelopment: City of 
Melbourne Strategy Plan 
A summary of those objectives of the Strategy 
Plan which might conceivably apply to the 
University Square project; uses, densities, scale, 
traffic. On most issues the Master Plan and 
Strategy Plan are in agreement. 

(iv) Existing Character of the Area 
A brief general description. The dominant 
feature is the Square with its lawn and elms. 
Buildings are mostly one and two storey houses, 
offices and factories. There is one substantial 
three storey building in Berkeley Street. 

(v) Criteria for Building Character and Form 
Large under-used passive recreation spaces 
already exist in the area or adjacent to it 
(University and Lincoln Squares); therefore 
courts or open spaces within the building 
blocks should be required to serve the buildings 
only, in respect of daylighting, ventilation, 
access and outlook. 

Existing terrace houses in reasonable condition 
should be retained. Certain other structurally 
sound buildings should remain only as long as 
they are of economic value. These are shown 
on a plan. 

New buildings should harmonize with the 
permanent existing buildings (the terraces). 

'Temporary' existing buildings should have their 
generally 'neutral' character made even more 
self- effacing by inexpensive external 
treatments, such as painting. 

New building envelopes should give 
continuously linked low-rise buildings with 
unbroken street frontages, minimal setbacks, 
predominantly horizontal skylines, colonnades. 

Scale should conform to existing terraces in 
their vicinity (mainly in the northern end of the 
precinct), increasing with distance. Four or five 
storeys is in keeping with the scale of the open 
space and its trees. 

Height may increase away from the frontages 
within a'mansard' type of envelope. 
Modifications to existing terraces are 
permissible along these lines. Diagrams and 
sketches are provided. 

(vi) Traffic and Parking 
Leicester and Barry Streets should be closed at 
their north ends. Internal lanes should 
eventually be acquired and consolidated with 
the properties for future redevelopment. 
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A comprehensive parking study is beyond the 
scope of the Report, and should be undertaken 
as part of a joint planning exercise with the City 
Council. It should seek to balance the 
respective claims on the precinct of university 
and non-university parking. 

As more properties come into University 
ownership an increasing proportion of street 
parking in the area should be included in any 
assessment of total parking available for 
University purposes. 

Meanwhile the University must conform to the 
Council's off-street parking formula of one car 
space to 93m2 of floor space. Assuming total 
site redevelopment to a 2:1 plot ratio 
maximum, the car spaces required by the 
formula could be provided on one level (under 
podia, for example) over 65 per cent of the 
gross site. 

Pedestrians should be able to move through the 
blocks on approximately diagonal routes. A 
pedestrian bridge across Grattan Street is 
recommended. 

(vii) Landscaping 
The 1970 Report recommendation for the 
removal of the bowling club is more relevant 
than ever. This would allow the avenue of elm 
trees to extend right up to Grattan Street. 

The closed ends of Barry and Leicester Streets 
should become extensions of University Square, 
with lawn and elms. 

New paving should be brick. 

Footpath planting of large trees should be 
considered for Bouverie and Pelham Streets 
only. There should be no street frontage 
setbacks for planting. 

(viii) Future Uses 
Possible future University uses for the area are 
discussed, both in the short and long term. This 
section is merely a preliminary canvassing of 
options. 

The University Square Precinct Report was 
submitted by the University to Melbourne City 
Council on 19 April, 1978, following up the 
suggestion that it might form the basis of an 
Action Plan for the area by a joint planning 
body, as recommended in the Strategy Plan. 
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The Council replied on 16 October, 1979, with 
comments from its Strategy and City Planning 
Committee. The comments are generally 
favourable, and none presents a serious 
difficulty for the University. The University 
hopes to have discussions with the City Council 
on the next steps towards implementation of 
the proposals. 

1.2.9 Recreation Grounds Master Plan Discussion Paper 
November, 1978 
Bryce Mortlock, Master Planner. 
(Drawing 3) 

The Recreation Grounds site was deliberately excluded 
from the areas to be considered in the 1970 Master Plan 
Report. The Recreation Grounds Committee had its 
own working plan for the limited development then 
envisaged, and in any case it was clearly impossible to 
make any significant change in the location of the two 
main elements (athletics field and oval) on this very 
restricted site. 

The Recreation Grounds were, however, included in the 
areas under consideration for the location of parking 
structures, and the athletics field/running track was in 
fact selected as the site for the proposed underground 
North Car Park,as has already been described. Other 
pressures for more intensive use of the area began to 
mount up, to the point where it was considered 
necessary to bring the site within the general scope of 
the Master Plan. Accordingly the Master Planner was 
asked, in April 1978, to prepare a Recreation Grounds 
Master Plan Report. 

Discussions were held with representatives of the 
Recreation Grounds Committee and the Executive of 
the Sports Union, and a brief was drawn up. 

It called for the following new or altered facilities to be 
accommodated, if possible, in the grounds: 

Dry ski run approximately 75 metres long 
Four new tennis courts 
Relocation of the cricket practice nets 
A new pavilion, storage, and viewing stand 
Rebound wall 
Jogging tracks 
Five new squash courts added to Sports 

Centre building 
Climbing wall 
Field house on top of existing Sports Centre 

building 
Air hall or halls on top of Sports Centre as 

temporary substitute for field house 
Removal of old storage structures. 
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The discussion paper 'Points to Consider' of 29 
November, 1978 was written to show the constraints 
which existed, the range of options possible within 
them, and the compromises which might have to be 
accepted. Sketches of possible layouts were included. 
The main constraint, the paper points out, is the all too-
familiar one of lack of space. 

Further discussions have since taken place amongst the. 
parties involved. Certain proposals for revisions to the 
brief have emerged. It is expected that this normal 
interactive process will result in firm planning decisions 
presented in the form of a Master Plan Report. 

The additional squash courts were approved and 
construction was completed early in 1980. The air hall 
proposal was considered by the Buildings and Finance 
Committees at the end of 1979, and constructed in 
1980, being available for use in First Term 1981. 6 

6. Air hall over Recreation Grounds building. 
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7. "Greycourt", 217 Royal Parade. 
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1.3 LAND ACQUISITIONS 

Drawings 6 and 7 show the properties adjacent to the main site 
owned by the University or by organisations associated with the 
University. Properties acquired since 1970 are separately 
identified. The reasons for the acquisitions are in most cases 
readily apparent from their locations, and the long term uses for 
the properties are consistent with the University's stated 
planning policies. Thus acquisitions in Area 'A', Carlton, and in 
the precinct surrounding University Square, are part of the 
planned ultimate academic development in those areas. 
Acquisitions in Area 'B', Carlton, and in nearby streets (Elgin, 
Palmerston, Lygon) are for residential purposes, in most cases 
student housing; and apart from 20 Palmerston Place (Archives 
store) and 427-429 Cardigan Street (Melbourne University Family 
Co-operative Kindergarten) all the buildings are currently in 
residential use. 

The former Town House, 701 Swanston Street, is used by the 
Graduate School of Business Administration as a Residential 
Management Centre. 

148-154 Cardigan Street is a vacant block adjoining the 
Melbourne University Press, acquired as a site for possible M.U.P. 
expansion. 

In Parkville, 'Greycourt', 217 Royal Parad 	, was acquired in 
1976 for the completion of the site of International House, an 
associated organization. It will be noted that there were no 
other post-1970 property acquisitions in Parkville. 
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1.4 CAPITAL WORKS FUNDING 1970-1980 

1.4.1 Introduction 

The Foreword to this Report refers to the fact that the 
1970 Report undertook forecasts of hypothetical future 
development by triennial stages up to 1985. Once again 
it is emphasised that these forecasts were heavily 
qualified in the 1970 Report, by statements stressing 
their hypothetical character, the necessarily provisional 
assumptions on which they were based, and the fact 
that they in no way committed the spending of future 
capital funds. The point is made that the forecasts were 
no more than exercises in applying the planning 
principles to hypothetical future conditions, a legitimate 
and useful planning procedure. 

Despite these reiterated warnings, the triennial 
forecasts were still taken in some quarters to be 
committals and firm policy for requests for funds. Partly 
to avoid any further misunderstandings of this sort, and 
partly because the uncertainties of capital funding have 
proved to be such as to stultify any attempt to make 
even the most qualified predictions on the basis of 
anticipated funds, this 1981 Report contains no such 
predictions. 

However, it is relevant to the purposes of this Report to 
follow up the forecasting exercises of the 1970 Report, 
to the extent of comparing them with the actual 
allocation of capital funds during the decade, noting the 
developments that have taken place as a result, and 
assessing their effect on the future implementation of 

the Master Plan. 

1.4.2 The Rise and Fall of Capital Funding 

In terms of capital funding, the decade 1970 to 1980 
divides neatly into two halves, with the watershed 
occurring in 1975. The decade began with the triennial 
funding system supporting a high pressure programme 
of major capital works extending through the 1970/72 
Triennium and into the 1973/75 Triennium. 

However in August, 1975 occurred the most dramatic 
change in University capital funding since the 1958 
Murray Commission Report. Unfortunately this change 
was in the reverse direction. The Commonwealth 
Government of the day, in its Budget Session, 
announced that budget problems dictated severe 
capital spending restrictions. These included the 
cancellation of all the 1973/75 grants (previously 
approved by legislation) which had not actually been let 
to contract; the cancellation of the Sixth Report of the 
Universities Commission (the 1976/78 Triennium 
Report); and the cancellation of triennial planning. 
Funding was henceforth to be on an annual basis until 
circumstances permitted a return to the triennial 

system. 
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8. Physics, designed prior to the 1970 Master Plan. 

Llectrical Engineering and Metallurgy.  

The effect of these changes, which were pursued by 
the succeeding Commonwealth Government, was a 
virtual halt to new starts on major university buildings 
for the rest of the decade. Apart from the completion of 
a limited number of major projects already started, and 
medical projects in some universities, the university 
sector has mainly received only Minor Works and Site 
Works funds since 1975. 

This has been the case with the University of 
Melbourne, although the consequent pressure on 
existing accommodation has resulted in the provision of 
funds for the renovation and refurbishing of existing 
buildings, in some cases on a scale approaching that of 
major works; and it is expected that this trend to 
recycling will continue in the future. 

A more detailed examination follows of the effect on 
the University of Melbourne of these fluctuations in its 
capital works funding. The buildings referred to can be 
located by reference to the Site Plan at the end of this 
Report. - 

1.4.3 The 1970/72 Triennium 

At the time of the preparation of the Master Plan, 
development of the programme for the.1970/72 
Triennium was in progress. This programme was 
announced in August 1969 and included major new 
buildings for Physicsj8 Ion the north east corner of the 
site, Genetics to the east of Music in the Biological 
Sciences precinct, Electrical Engineering19  to the south 
of Wilson Hall and adjacent to the site of the South Car 
Park. 

Planning for Physics was well advanced, and 
unfortunately could not be related to the Master Plan 
Envelope configuration, except to a minor degree. 

Genetics and Electrical Engineering, however, were 
designed and built to conform to the Master Plan 
envelopes and controls. 

The South Car Park under the South Lawn was built 
during this triennium, but with funds wholly raised by 
the University, and with interest and repayments wholly 
derived from parking fees. 

1.4.4 The 1973/75 Triennium 

The two large projects of the 1973/75 Triennium were 
Earth Sciences, in the Carlton Area 'A' precinct east of 
the main site 10  , and the two wing extension to Civil 
Engineering on the Grattan Street frontage to the 
south 11 . These were two projects of similar size, but 
were executed under different contracting methods. 
Earth Sciences was designed and tenders called 
following traditional methods; Engineering was built on 
the 'design and construct' basis. 
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Both buildings were built to conform with the Master 
Plan envelopes and controls, but their markedly 
different character illustrates the considerable design 
flexibility attainable within those controls. 

In addition to these major new buildings, an extension 
to Agriculture and Forestry 12 was built during the 
Triennium. This also conformed to the Master Plan 
envelope, and was significant because its placement 
established the shape and location of the future north-
west courtyard surrounding the System Garden and 
linking through to the Genetics building in the south-
east corner of the Biological Sciences precinct. 

10. Earth Sciences, Elgin Street frontage. 

11. Civil Engineering. 

12. Agriculture and Forestry. 
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1.4.5 Cancellation of Grants — 1973/75 

In 1975, as described above, the Commonwealth 
Government cancelled all those grants approved by the 
legislation already passed for the 1973/75 Triennium, 
and which had not actually been let to contract. 

The University by these cancellations lost the following 
grants, for projects which in two cases were held up by 
the Universities Commission's own approval 
requirements: 

— Extensions to the Union 

These were for new kitchens and additional cafeteria 
seating — $500,000 plus escalation in the 1973/75 
grants. In addition the cancelled 1976/78 Sixth 
Report had included a further recommended 
$580,000 for the project to supplement the limited 
University borrowing which was part of the original 
funding concept. Because of these cancellations this 
project did not become a reality until 1978, when it 
was commenced with wholly University loan 
funding at a cost of nearly $3 million. 

— Sports Field House — First Stage 

This project, on the Recreation Grounds, involved a 
1973/75 grant of $200,000 plus escalation, and a 
further grant of $145,000 recommended in the Sixth 
Report. The cancellation of both grants meant that 
the project had to be abandoned. In 1980 it was 
replaced by an air support structure of much lower 
cost on the same location, funded wholly by the 
University 61 

13. Pedestrian bridge over Swanston Street. 
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— Pedestrian Bridge across Swanston Street 1$ 

A footbridge across Swanston Street linking the main 
site with Area'A' was an essential part of the Master 
Plan concept for the development of the Carlton 
extension area. It was therefore included in the 
1973/75 submission as part of the budget for the 
Earth Sciences building 10 , the first major academic 
building in that area. The budget was approved, and 
the Earth Sciences building was let to contract, and 
thus immune from cancellation. The budget 
provision for the bridge, however, was included in 
the building contract as a Prime Cost Allowance of 
$65,000, for the very good reason that a firm price for 
the bridge was unobtainable until the design was 
completed, and the completion of the design was 
being held up by delays and indecisions of various 
authorities, especially Melbourne City Council. 
Because of this technicality, the budget allowance 
for the bridge was taken back by the Government in 
1975 in the context of the budget difficulties of that 
year. 

As a result the University was forced to find its own 
funds to construct the bridge. The cost, after five 
years of negotiations with the Melbourne City 
Council, was $230,000. The delays caused by the 
Council have been the subject of subsequent 
vigorous protest to the State Government. 

- Music 

The 1973/75 Triennium included a grant of $1.35 
million for a new Music Building, then planned to be 
located on the north-east corner of Elgin and 
Swanston Streets. The details of the University's 
negotiations with the Carlton Association and the 
Carlton Community Planning Group, and the 
implications of the Melbourne City Council's 
Strategy Plan are related elsewhere in this Report. 
(Section 1.2.6 Leicester Street Proposal, South 
Carlton 1974 and Section 2.1 Community and 
Zoning Pressures.) 

It is sufficient to say that as a result of opposition by 
the Carlton residents and the Council, and the 
changed situation in South Carlton, the University 
moved the planned site of Music to a newly acquired 
property in University Square. This area was 
recommended in the 1970 Report as a logical one for 
limited University expansion, but it was not available 
in 1970. 

This change was accepted by the Universities 
Commission, and by mutual agreement the grant 
was cancelled in 1973/75 and was transferred by the 
Commission to be the University's top priority 
project for 1976/78. 
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Unfortunately, as previously stated, funding for the 
1976/78 Triennium was also cancelled. As a result, 
the Music project is still only on the planning table, 
although it remains as the University's highest 
priority in 1981. 

1.4.6 The 1976/78 Triennium and the Sixth Report 

For the record it is worth setting down the projects 
recommended for the University of Melbourne by the 
Universities Council in the Sixth Report, and lost 
because of its cancellation: 

*Earth Sciences (Stage II) 	 2,350,000 
Psychology 	 2,630,000 
Chemical Engineering 	 1,150,000 
Old Physics 	 220,000 
Dentistry 	 1,850,000 

*Land Acquisition in University Square.  (Preston 
Motors) 	 700,000 

*Music 	 1,700,000 
*Union (additional funding) 	 580,000 
Sporting Facilities 	 145,000 

*Parking Station (North Car Park) 	 1,350,000 
Minor Works/Site Works/Air-Conditioning 	2,080,000 

$14,755,000 

*These projects were considered by the University to be of 
outstanding importance. 

1.4.7 Car Parking 

Apart from the overall cessation of capital funding, an 
acute disappointment for the University was the loss of 
the recommended grant for the half-funding of the 
North Car Park (Drawing 3). The balance of funds was 
to come from borrowings, with capital repayment and 
interest to be provided from fees charged to staff for car 
entry to the site. 

This recommended grant was the first major 
contribution to car parking supported by the 
Universities Commission. The project would have 
provided 630 car spaces and substantially solved the 
University problem of obtaining building permits from 
the Melbourne City Council (which requires a car 
parking space for every;93m 2  of floor area constructed). 
Besides, it would have contributed to the reduction of 
surface parking in the grounds, which is essential to the 
progress of the University's landscape policies. 

Since that date, car parking has got steadily worse, as 
the Melbourne City Council progressively reduces 
parking available to University staff and students in 
surrounding streets, by resident preference parking 
schemes, and by the installation of parking meters 
limiting parking to 2 and 3 hours duration. 
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14. Old Physics conference room one. 

15. Old Physics conference centre foyer. 

A solution for this problem is not apparent except by 
the construction of the North Car Park. Complete 
funding by the University is now out of the question. 
The cost has risen from $2.6m to nearly $4.3 m. from 
1975 to 1980. The level of permit fee necessary to 
service borrowings of this order was found to be 
unacceptable to University staff and students in surveys 
conducted in 1979. 

1.4.8 Alterations, Renovations, Refurbishing 

Student numbers in the University of Melbourne have 
been stable since the 1960's and are expected to remain 
so. Because of this, there has been a tendency for 
outside bodies, especially funding bodies, to assume 
that the University should not have a building problem. 
What is not realized is that the boom increases of the 
1950's and 1960's created severe shortages of floor 
space which have not yet been overcome, and that so 
much of the existing floor space was to be found in old 
inadequate buildings where it could not be used 
efficiently; buildings such as the Conservatorium, 
Zool  gy, Old Engineering, Chemistry, Old Physics 
14 	, Old Arts, Old Anatomy, Old Pathology, and 
others. Difficult access and circulation, obsolete layouts, 
antiquated heating, lighting, fixtures and mechanical 
services, all aggravated the overall shortage of space. 

These buildings also had inherent problems of safety — 
access usually did not comply with current regulations. 
Emergency lighting was inadequate or non-existent. Fire 
detection systems and fire services were not always 
comprehensive. 

Even without the explosive increase in student 
numbers, these shortcomings would have had to be 
dealt with merely to bring the University's space 
standards up to the minimum level necessary to provide 
a reasonable working environment. 

The big increase in numbers, however, meant that the 
problem had to be tackled on two fronts. One involved 
a programme for increasing floor space by new 
construction, the other a programme of progressive 
renovation of those old buildings which were clearly 
going to remain in use for the indefinite future. 

Therefore, long before the cancellation of new building 
grants in 1975, the University had pursued a vigorous 
policy of renovating and converting its old building 
stock. After that date the policy received greater 
emphasis. Such funding resources as remained were 
channelled into Site Works and Minor Works, the latter 
comprising building renovations and including some 
quite major conversion projects. Some of this funding 
has come from the Minor Works grant (usually about 
$600,000 p.a.) from the government through the TEC, 
other funds being provided from University non-
recurrent sources. 
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1 7. Richard Berry Theatre A. 

16. Richard Berry Theatre B, 
Formerly a sloping floor as in 17. 
A library has been provided underneath. 
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Even if the new building programme had continued as 
anticipated, many of these renovation works would still 
have been necessary, so that in its absence they cannot 
be anything but a partial solution to the space problem. 
Nevertheless they are significant in quite another way, 
namely as examples of true conservation in action. 

At a time when the fashionable term 'recycling' had 
hardly gained currency, the University of Melbourne 
had shown what recycling really means: giving old 
buildings a new lease of life by converting them to new 
long-term practical uses. 

Already by 1973 a major conversion had been carried 
out in Old Anatomy, now the Richard Berry Building, to 
make it suitable for new sophisticated uses which could 
not have been anticipated when it was built; in this 
case a Computer Centre, computer science, 
mathematics, statistics. For less than one-fifth the cost 
of new building, this conversion demonstrated the 
practicability of the 'long life, loose fit' concept. The 
point of the concept is that building services and 
equipment will last only a fraction of the life of the 
building fabric, and their replacement depends not 
merely on obsolescence but on technological 
innovation, and is therefore unpredictable. 'Flexible' 
services are thus the wrong approach, easily replaceable 
services the right one. Replacement is mainly a matter of 
access. What is needed, therefore, is a durable, 
permanent building shell, preferably massive, with high 
thermal inertia, high floor area to cladding ratio, large 
undivided floors and high ceilings, and therefore 
adequate access and space for new services. Old 
buildings, such as Richard Berry, that meet most of these 
criteria can be recycled many times, each time for the 
cost of writing off old services and equipment and 
installing new. Modern buildings specifically designed 
around the concept should perform even better. 

Some old buildings with extremely high ceilings may 
lend themselves to the provision of intermediate floors. 
Such a floor has been inserted in the Richard Berry 
building [16f 1171, and in Lecture Theatre A in Old Arts. 
Additional floors are also being provided in Old Physics, 
in the latest of a series of conversions which began in 
1973 with the University Council's decision to retain a 
major part of the building. 

Old Engineering is another major renovation which 
began in 1973 and continued through to 1980. 

Other examples of old buildings which have been 
significantly improved by this successful renovation 
programme are the Conservatorium, Zoology, Centre 
for Study of Higher Education, Chemistry and Lecture 
Theatres. There has also been an extensive upgrading of 
safety and fire precautions. 
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18. Old Physics, stonework restoration. 

19. Medley Hall, 46 Drummond Street. 

As time goes on without funding for new buildings, the 
need for drastic renovation and refurbishing of existing 
buildings becomes more and more evident. This has 
been recognized, for instance, in the case of Chemistry. 
$607,000 was spent on the building between 1970 and 
1980; the Tertiary Education Commission's 1980 Report 
proposed grants of $300,000 in 1981 and $700,000 in 
1982, and a request has been made to the Commission 
for a further $1,000,000 (at December, 1979 prices) in 
1983. There were also some additional works to be 
included in future Minor Works programmes. 

Many of the old buildings in the University are faced 
with natural stone such as sandstone or limestone 
which is increasingly susceptible to attack by impurities 
in the atmosphere of today's cities. Maintaining these 
buildings entails a long term and continued restoration 
and preservation programme. Acting on a report which 
it commissioned from Australian Mineral Development 
Laboratories (AMDEL) the University has begun the 
restoration work, which includes replacement of 
decayed stone and measures to prevent water ingress. 
A regular policy of preservation cleaning has 
commenced at the same time, and will continue 
indefinitely. The buildings concerned are Old 
Physics 1181, Old Arts, the Law Quadrangle, Zoology, 
and eventually Old Commerce and Old Pathology. 

Many of the external properties acquired by the 
University are buildings such as terrace houses which 
are to be preserved for continuing residential or similar 
uses (student housing, student health, child care). Most 
of these have required considerable internal renovation 
and external restoration. One of the external properties, 
Medley Hall, 46 Drummond Street 1191, is classified by 
the National Trust. Its facades have been partly 
restored, and the interior renovated for student 
accommodation. The University's acquisitions in 
surrounding areas of Carlton and Parkville have been 
the means of rescuing many typical traditional buildings 
from insensitive alteration or neglect. 

Drawings 6 and 7 show external properties owned by 
the University. 

Buildings constructed since 1970 are identified on the 
Main Site Plan (Drawing 2), and a schedule of those 
buildings is given in Table 1. 

1.4.9 Landscaping 

The cancellation of capital works funding was an ill 
wind which blew one good thing, and probably only 
one; it made it possible for the intensive programme of 
landscaping works, begun in the 1970's, to proceed 
without the interruption of new building sites. The 
result of this programme has been to transform the 
landscape of Melbourne University into one of the most 
pleasant of university sites. The landscape works are 
described in Section 1.5 Landscape and Traffic 
Management Works. 
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1.4.10 Tertiary Education Commission Report for 1982/84 
Triennium 

In 1980 the University was invited to make submissions 
to the TEC Universities Council for a small number of 
high priority projects. These projects were: 

Music, Zoology, Chemistry School renovations and 
Pharmacology. 

Support received for Chemistry renovations, limited to 
$2m (in December 1979 values) which may be staged 
over several years, has been described in section 1.4.8 
Alterations, Renovations, Refurbishing. 

Pharmacology was not approved by the TEC 
Universities Council. It will be necessary to review the 
complex justification for this project and resubmit the 
case at a later date. 

Music and Zoology, however, have received 'concept 
approval'. This places them in a published list of 22 
proposals, totalling $54m at December, 1979, values, 
considered by the Universities Council to be the highest 
priority projects submitted from all the universities. 

Music has been given 'concept approval' at $3.8m, 
Zoology at $5.5m (both at December 1979 values). 

At the next stage, the University awaits approval of 
funds for project design, and, subsequently, for 
construction but the timing cannot be accurately 
forecast. 

Beyond the closely planned developments mentioned 
above, there remain other requirements which are 
essential to provide a long term satisfactory 
accommodation standard.IThese include: 

— Chemical Engineering extension 

— a new Law building 

- Psychology building and rehousing of Education 

- Economics and Commerce 

— a new glasshouse and animal house complex in 
the System Garden. 

These works would enable other accommodation 
problems to be solved by reallocation. 
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1.4.11 Summary 

The funding collapse of 1975 caused a dramatic change 
from an intensive new buildings programme to one of 
recycling and renovation based on minor works funding 
from limited Government grants and the University's 
own resources. Only five new buildings were 
completed to designs conforming to the Master Plan 
controls. Additional strain was put on the services of 
inadequate old buildings, and despite the renovation 
programme many antiquated service systems still need 
to be replaced, quite apart from the policy changes 
resulting from the Energy Management Programme, 
described in Section 2.3 Energy and Services. Present 
day safety regulations create other problems. 
Landscaping, however, has proceeded with notable 
success. 

To return to the point made at the beginning of this 
section: the implementation of the Master Plan is in no 
way tied to a timetable, nor do the Master Plan 
envelopes imply that buildings must inevitably be built 
within them, now or in the future. Therefore the halting 
of the new building programme did no damage to the 
Plan itself, and was even beneficial to the landscape 
programme. The real damage was to be found in the 
failure to catch up with the accommodation backlog, 
and in the slow deterioration of buildings and services. 
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21. Site Plan, 1919. 

1.5 LANDSCAPE AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT WORKS 

1.5.1 Introduction 

In 1854, when the University of Melbourne was 
grudgingly granted a 40 acre site (later increased to 47), 
the government of the day may have thought it was 
being more than generous to a newly established 
institution with three professors and eleven students. 
And indeed, during the next sixty years, the 
government's parsimony seemed justified. Student 
numbers were still less than 1000 in 1906, and the 
University grounds, so far from being overbuilt, had 
become 'a pleasure resort for the residents of northern 
Melbourne. They strolled through the gardens viewing 
the plants and trees ... On warm Sunday afternoons 
hundreds of people lounged in the grounds until sunset 
..." (A Centenary History of the University of 
Melbourne, Professor Geoffrey Blainey, Melbourne, 
MUP, 1957) 

In the years between the two World Wars this 19th 
century quality of spaciousness and order began to 
disap pear from the grounds as more building took place 

. The lake was filled in to make way for 
buildings, in two stages, the first for Chemistry in 1937, 
the second for Commerce in 1938. The quiet, peaceful, 
park-like character of the grounds was destroyed, 
seemingly for ever. 

After World War Two the pace of building accelerated 
rapidly. 186,000m2 (two million square feet) of floor area 
was added as a result of the intensive building 
programme of the 60's and early 70's, almost tripling the 
total floor area of buildings on the site. 

At the same time the demands of traffic and parking 
increased dramatically. The need for road access to the 
growing number of buildings caused much of the 
shrinking residue of open space to become covered 
with bitumen. This in turn became cluttered with 
parked cars, or with cars threading their way though the. 
road network looking for a parking place. Outside the 
grounds the parking capacity of the surrounding roads 
and residential areas was under increasing pressure from 
the growth in vehicle use by the University community, 
particularly students. Funding authorities, 
Commonwealth and State, refused absolutely to accept 
any responsibility for the University's parking problem. 

By 1968 it appeared to many people that the events 
outlined above had damaged the grounds beyond 
repair, even if no more building took place. Under these 
circumstances the fact that the University was 
committed to a continuing building programme seemed 
to guarantee further deterioration of the landscape. In 
truth, however, the nadir had been reached. Two 
separate but related events marked the turning-point : 
the establishment of a new Grounds Sub-Committee of 
the Buildings Committee, and the commissioning of the 
Master Plan. 
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23. The Site in 1971. 

1.5.2 New Landscape Objectives 

The concurrence of these events was fortunate. The 
preparation of the plan involved the Master Planner in 
close collaboration with representative organizations 
and individuals within the University; these naturally 
included the new Grounds Sub-Committee, and in 
particular its chairman, Professor T.C. Chambers to 
whom so much is owed for the success of the policy, 
and Professor J.S. Turner who maintained his 
longstanding interest in this area. The result of this 
collaboration was the establishment of common 
objectives, their inclusion in the recommendations of 
the Master Plan, and their progressive attainment 
through landscape works in the years that followed. 

The Master Plan objectives have already been 
summarized (see 1970 Report: a recapitulation, and 
Landscape Elements Report, 1974). The major planning 
problem, it will be recalled, was to find an acceptable 
way of increasing the University's built floor area, given 
the site restrictions. 

Previous attempts at a solution were manifestly 
unacceptable, as the condition of the grounds bore 
witness. The Master Plan solution (continuous building 
around courts) was essentially derived from the relation 
between buildings and open space, and its concern 
with the quality of that space was explicity stated: 
space between buildings is as important as the buildings 
themselves. The traffic management policies were 
equally significant for the future landscape: elimination 
of through traffic, drastic reduction of surface parking, 
creation of a traffic-free pedestrian precinct of linked 
landscaped courts. These broad recommendations were 
to provide the basic setting within which the new 
landscape policies of the Grounds Sub-Committee 
could take effect. 

The overriding objective of the Grounds Sub-
Committee was to arrest the process by which a once 
great landscape had fallen into decay. To do this it was 
necessary to recognize, first of all, that the expansive, 
park-like landscape of the past was gone forever. 
Relying as it did on broad acres and isolated structures, 
it had long since given up the struggle against the 
encroachment of buildings and bitumen. A new 
approach was needed; a new landscape policy related 
to the Master Plan concept of courts as 'outdoor 
rooms', accepting the reality of surrounding buildings, 
and using them to advantage. 
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20. Melbourne University in the 1880's. 

22. The Site in the 1930's. 



1.5.3 Preparing for Change 

There were obvious areas for early reform. A brief 
examination of the landscape budget showed that over 
half the expenditure was on indoor plants for certain 
offices and the foyers of a few buildings, and most of 
the remainder was spent on beds of annuals at three of 
the entrances and in and around the Vice-Chancellor's 
garden, beds which were at their peak of colour in the 
limited period of the summer months. The University in 
fact had little control over the grounds; maintenance 
had been taken over by the Melbourne City Council in 
1938 in return for the removal of the boundary fence, 
signifying that the grounds were publicly accessible. 
Council staff did gardening and road maintenance, but 
not repairs or structural work to landscape elements. 
Fortunately both parties wished to phase out this 
arrangement. 

The way was thus opened for important changes in the 
management of the grounds. A Grounds Curator was 
appointed to the University Staff. The indoor plant 
operation was stopped, and the equivalent staffing 
changed to skilled garden labour, to start on the major 
repairs and renewals foreshadowed in.  the new 
landscape objectives. Experimental plantings were 
begun, to study the performance of different species. 
An inventory was made of the University's existing 
landscape assets — trees, lawns, stone pavements, 
furniture, etc. — which were to be retained and 
incorporated into the new landscape designs. An 
organization how existed which was ready to take 
advantage of the opportunities presented by the 
implementation of the Master Plan proposals. 

1.5.4 Implementing the Plan 

As has been described elsewhere (see Section 1.4 
Capital Works Funding) the curtailment of government 
funds for capital works meant that implementation of 
the Plan, insofar as it concerned the construction of 
major buildings, did not proceed at the rate forecast in 
the 1970 Report, and ceased altogether after the 1973-
75 triennium. Fortunately, however, site works were a 
different matter. Site works funds have continued to be 
received since 1975, and have been applied throughout 
the decade to the implementation of the Plan, 
especially to its landscape and traffic management 
recommendations, with notable effect. Probably the 
most significant undertaking from a landscape point of 
view, the construction of the underground car park, was 
carried out by the University without government 
funding. Four hundred cars were removed from surface 
parking in the grounds, and a new South Lawn was 
created free of roads and traffic. The initial steps toward 
this most significant planning decision were taken 
almost at the outset of the move to a Master Plan 
concept in late 1968. It set the pattern for what was to 
follow. 
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Roads were closed, bitumen gave way to brick 
or stone paving, and the centre of the University 
became the pedestrian precinct of linked courts that 
the Master Plan had proposed. New self-contained 
courts were created by closing off open sides with new 
buildings (Old Quandrangle with the Council 
Chamber 24 , Cussonia Court with the Law Lecture 
theatres 1251) or by demolitions (Deakin Court by 
demolishing part of Old Physics 26 ). 

Furthermore the Master Plan lent a security to 
landscape planning which was independent, in one 
important respect, of the implementation of a 
programme of new building. For it showed 
unequivocally where new building might not take 
place. The open spaces thus designated were therefore 
available forthwith for long term landscape planning. It 
also showed the limiting extent of possible buildings 
adjoining those spaces, thus giving a forecast of the 
building scale to which such landscaping should relate. 

As these opportunities were opened up, landscape 
policies were evolved to keep pace with them, and to 
guide the preparation of specific landscape designs for 
the new courts and precincts. As the Landscape 
Elements Report, 1974, shows (see Supplementary 
Reports above for summary) no aspect was neglected, 
from planting and paving to signs, outdoor furniture, 
fences, railings, lighting. However, the.most important 
unifying influences have come from the first two 
elements, planting and paving. 

24. Old Quadrangle with Council Chamber. 
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26. Deakin Court. 

25. Cussonia Court with Law Lecture Theatre. 



1.5.5 Planting 

At the time of the formulation of the planting policy, a 
resurgence of Australian nationalism had given rise to 
the view in some quarters that nothing should be 
planted that was not native. However Melbourne had 
inherited a strong tradition for the blending of northern 
hemisphere deciduous trees with native species as part 
of the urban scene, a tradition which is clearly evident 
within the University, and in the surrounding streets and 
parks. There were good reasons, both conservationist 
and practical, for preserving and continuing this 
tradition. From the practical point of view, deciduous 
trees give maximum shadé in the hot summer months 
and allow maximum light in winter. The adopted policy, 
therefore, was to use both native and introduced 
species to the best advantage, each in its most suitable 
place., Deciduous trees are used generally to give a more 
even canopy, in avenues, on the main axials, or groves 
of shade cover. Eucalypts are used in bold informal 
emergent clusters or as single trees.) 2í~ 1-2-q 

Shrubberies in sunny locations are usually of native 
species. In shady areas such as small courtyards 
species are used which tolerate these conditions, 
including the rich varieties of introduced flowering 
shrubs. 

1291 

27. Area north of the J ohn Medley 
east tower. Before landscaping. 

Ground cover is used rather than displays of annuals; 
sometimes quite extensive areas of a single species. 
Lawn remains part of the landscape palette, and indeed 
large new areas of lawn have been planted. However, 
because of the increased intensity of use of the 
grounds, greater care than ever has to be taken in siting 
lawn areas out of traffic routes, and in providing them 
with barriers against cross- tracking. 

29. Arca south of Wilson Hall. 

28. Area north of the J ohn Medley 
east tower. After landscaping. 
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1.5.6 Paving 

It was recognized from the beginning that the adoption 
of a uniform, modular basic paving material would be 
one of the most effective means of linking the great 
diversity of spaces and architectural styles and of giving 
some unity to the University grounds. The Master Plan 
Report of 1970 recommended that this major paving 
type be made up of small modules which could be laid 
on a porous sub-base with unmortared joints. After a 
great deal of research and experimentation, brick was 
chosen; specifically a beige coloured clay brick known 
as 'Clifton Grey'. The specification calls for a certain 
amount of colour variation. The brick is usually laid on 
flat in stretcher bond, but different bonds and patterns, 
including edge laying, are used to create interest in 
special areas. The paving is laid on a sub-base of stone 
aggregate such as is normally used as the structural 
roadbase under flexible bituminous pavements. By 
increasing the depth of the sub-base the brick 
pavement can be made to take heavy vehicle traffic 
loads where necessary; for example emergency vehicles 
— fire engines, ambulances — and earthmoving 
machinery for landscape works. Brick roads in Holland 
and Germany have traditionally been built this way. 

In addition to its attractive appearance, brick paving laid 
as described above has these practical advantages: 

— no expense of pointing joints; they are simply 
filled by sweeping over with dry sand 

— easy access to underground services, and the 
bricks, after lifting, are usually undamaged and can 
be relaid 

relatively easy to correct uneven settlement. I n. 
any case the University's experience has indicated 
that flexible brick pavement requires less 
correction for movement than reinforced 
concrete, where settlement causes whole slabs to 
tilt out of alignment. 

stormwater run-off is reduced, and peak flood 
loads are reduced. The porous construction allows 
the passage of stormwater through the pavement 
and into the ground, where it replenishes sub-soil 
water, instead of flowing into Port Phillip Bay via 
the city drainage system. It is important that the 
whole profile of soil and sub-soil is kept as near 
water capacity as possible to support the growth 
of large trees. This is normally difficult in a densely 
built environment with necessarily large areas of 
hard surfacing. 
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On the main pedestrian routes, the brick paving is 
generally continuous, but on minor routes which pass 
through courtyards it may give way to a local courtyard 
material or a special brick pattern. Pedestrian paving 
materials other than brick are limited to bluestone and 
slate. Sawn bluestone is sometimes used for steps. 
Bluestone pitchers are used wherever possible instead 
of concrete for kerbs and gutters at road margins. 

Paving for roadways carrying regular vehicle traffic 
continues to be bitumen, to distinguish it from 
pedestrian pavements which may be driven over only 
by emergency vehicles or vehicles specially authorized. 

1.5.7 Outdoor Furniture 

Some of the furnishing elements appear in the 
illustrations. Seats are generally dressed planks of 
western red cedar 1301. Left untreated, it weathers to a 
natural grey. Support systems are still subject to 
improvement and refinement. Free-standing signs are 
fixed in a rectangular metal frame1311 which can 
incorporate downlighting from a box in the top section. 
Colours are bronze on white or white on bronze. A 
cylindrical form has been adopted for those elements 
that lend themselves to this shape  — garbage bin 
containers, poster kiosks, bollards 32 . New lighting, as 
on the South Lawn, is a holophane sphere, either singly 
or in pairs, on a tubular standard, with a 75 watt colour 
corrected mercury vapour lamp 133. It is planned to 
make as many as possible of the poster kiosks self-
illuminated from lights in their overlapping caps. 
Experience has shown that the kiosks discourage 
plastering posters on the walls of buildings. 

After experiments with various colours, bronze has 
been chosen as the colour for most of the metal 
elements including railings, bicycle racks, lamp 
standards etc. 

Top: 

30. Seats, Union Lawn. 
Middle: 

31. Sign, Professor's Walk. 
Bottom: 

32. Poster Kiosk and Bollards, 
Professor's Walk. 

Left: 

33. Holophane sphere lights. 43 



1.5.8 Some Design Applications 

The South Lawn, on the roof of the underground car 
park, is the major open space in the group of linked 
courts forming the most important pedestrian precinct 
in the University. 34 

Before 1971 it was a large open space sloping towards 
the south, intersected by roads lined with parked 
cars 1351. The engineers for the car park, Loder and 
Bayly, designed the roof as a series of hyperbolic 
paraboloid shells  21 These give the car park itself an 
appearance which has been likened to the vaulted 
undercroft of a Gothic cathedral. The main function of 
the shells, however is to provide, at economical cost, a 
roof form capable of supporting a depth of soil over the 
columns of approximately 1 metre, enough in which to 
grow significant trees  3 1 ('The hanging gardens of 
Babylon used a tree-planting technique recently revived 
in a car parking structure in Melbourne University' — 

The Green City, Roger Johnson, Melbourne, Macmillan, 
1979). 

The trees chosen were Cyprus Planes Platanus 
orientalis, (var. 'digitata'), and as the photograph shows 
1  they are already of impressive size, although not yet 
full-grown.  

Away from the columns the shells carry sufficient soil 
(150 mm) to allow continuous large areas of lawn. A 
reflecting pool alongside the main walkway has an 
attractive appearance besides serving to prevent short-
cutting over the lawn. Broad brick-paved pedestrian 
pathways replace the former bitumen roads. 

In front of the Electrical Engineering building (one of the 
new buildings conforming to the Master Plan) on the 
east of the South Lawn, shallow troughs support a series 
of small water gardens. At the south of the semi-
basement of this building, the eastern entrance to the 
South Car Park is framed by 'The Irish Door' 1361. The 
door is authentic, it dates from 1714. Restored and 
erected in its present location in 1979, it was originally a 
gift from the Government of Eire. On the west a 
pedestrian entrance to the car park is framed by two 
bluestone sculptured Atlantes which were formerly part 
of the main entrance to the Colonial Bank built in 
Melbourne in 1882 1371. 

The transition between the level South Lawn and the 
natural slope of the site to the west and south has been 
effected partly with walls and partly with embankments 
and steps. The embankment on the south is planted 
with Grevillea biternata'(syn. G. tridentifera) 38 . 

Top: 34. South Lawn, after reconstruction. 

Middle: 35. South Lawn, before reconstruction. 

Bottom: 36. The Irish Door. 
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38. South Lawn south embankment. 

37. The Atlantes. 

39. South Lawn west embankment. 



40. Professors' Walk and University House. 

r 

42. Old Geology courtyard. 

41. Laneway between Richard Berry and Old Geology. 
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43. Rubbo Memorial. 

44. The Cussonia spicata. 

Existing large trees have been preserved as part of the 
landscape treatment of em I a4ment and steps 
opposite the Baillieu Library 	This area is the 
southern end of 	brick-paved walkway now called 
Professors' Walk 	which user-  to be Professors' Road, 
a standard bitumen roadway  4 Professors' Walk has 
recently been extanded northward to the entrance of 
University House 40 . Leading off it are laneways and 
small courts (Bank Lane, Professors' Court) formed or 
transformed by new planting and paving. These are 
typical of the maximum use now being made of 
seemingly left- over space. Other examples are to be 
found between the two wings of Biochemistry, areas in 
the cul-de-sacs amongst the buildings of the Medical 
School, the laneway between the Richard Berry and Old 
Geology Buildings 41 , and small courts associated with 
Old Geology  I42  

The space between Microbiology and Biochemistry has 
been transformed by a fine row of planes. The Rubbo 
Memorial Court, containing a sculpture by Norma 
Redpath and paved with bluestone pitchers, has been  
made by closing off the south end of Medical Road 43  

Some of the more successful areas are the result of 
relandscaping around old plantings, usually single 
specimen trees. Probably the best known of these trees 
is the Cussonia spicata from Fast Africa, perhaps the 
finest specimen in cultivation 1441, which dominates and 
gives its name to Cussonia Court. The Court, which. 
formerly had a 	hitumen surface, has been repâved with 
bluestone ,25 44 . Other examples are the cedar, 
Cedrus deodara, in Macfarland Court, the large sugar 
gum, Eucalyptus cladocalyx, in the South Court of the 
Union, another sugar gum opposite University House, 
and the huge spotted gum, E. maculata, outside 
Mechanical Engineering. The Old Quadrangle, following 
the closure of the south side by the Council Chamber, 
has had its central path replaced with lawn, but 
otherwise retains its traditional simple landscaping of 
lawn and large-camellias. 

The success of these areas demonstrates the soundness 
of the policy of blending the best of the inherited 
landscape with the new, and of using both native and 
introduced species to the best advantage, each in its 
most suitable place. 

Next to the South Lawn, the Union Lawn is the largest 
of the courts of the central precinct, and one that carries 
very heavy pedestrian traffic. Its new landscaping 
predated the 1970 Master Plan Report, but is 
compatible with its recommendations. Because of the 
foot traffic, a considerable ara ' paved, in this case 
with random rectilinear slate 1451. The lawn areas are 
protected from traffic either by level changes or by a 
hedge-type barrier. 
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Deakin Court is entirely new, created, as previously 
mentioned, by the demolition of part of Old Physics. 
Several existing trees were retained. Brick paving was 
used, and stone finials and mouldings recovered from 
the demolished building were incorporated in the 
design as free-standing sculpture. 

1.5.9 Embellishments 

This is not the place for a definitive list of art works and 
other items in the grounds, or even to attempt a 
detailed listing. Embellishment as it applies to this 
section of the Report means things which have been 
added to what was already there, to enhance the 
landscape and to improve it aesthetically. Some of these 
items may be seen to be significant in the history of the 
University. 

There has never been a constant or identifiable source 
of money for the acquisition of works of art in this 
University. That a collection of growing importance 
exists is a tribute both to the efforts and ingenuity of 
staff members and to the generosity of individual 
donors over the years. The collection includes some 
important outdoor works. 

In an earlier part of this report (Section 1.2.5, Landscape 
Elements Report 1974) a reference to paving materials 
gives examples of courts having an individual character. 
One such court in the medical precinct is identified by 
the Rubbo Memorial, the sculpture 'Flying Capital' by 
Norma Red path 43 . It is dedicated to the mortal and 
immortal in man, inspired by the unique personality of 
Sydney Dattilo Rubbo, Professor of Microbiology in the 
University of Melbourne from 1945 to 1969. 

46. War Memorial. 

~...°0~~~.~~ .. 

45. Union Lawn. 
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The War Memorial once a focal point on the old main 
drive, now stands nearer to the east wing of the Law 
School and Wilson Hall in a quiet corner of the 
University with an associated planting which reflects 
the quality of this area k61. The external sculptures 
(Tom Bass) of Wilson Hall, internal stained glass 
(Douglas Annand) and relief sculpture (Douglas Annand 
and Tom Bass) seem integral to this building as distinct 
from embellishments. 

47. CML Statue. 

The Atlantes' 1371, 'The Irish Door' 6 , the long 
reflecting pool on the South Lawn 1 and the central 
stonework (remnants of Old PhysicA,presented as an 
external sculpture, in Deakin Court II26II,  were noted in 
Section 1.5.8, and they are mentioned here as 
interesting elements which have helped to transform 
the landscape in the last decade. The John Olsen/Tom 
Sanders ceramic mural was a significant addition to 
Deakin Court and to the University collection. 

It is interesting, as confirmation of the University's 
attitude towards conservation, to observe in the 
grounds a number of valuable items which the 
community at large might have thrown away. 'The 
Thing' (sic), a sculpture in stone which adorns the 
eastern courtyard, redeveloped in 1981, at University 
House, was commissioned from the artist, George Allen, 
in 1957 for the new Hume House in William Street; it 
was rejected, abandoned in a quarry, but rescued for 
the Univesity in the early 1960's. The group statue in 
bronze I I which was placed on the approach to the 
South Lawn in front of the Baillieu Library in 1981, was 
generously donated when the old C.M.L. building at the 
corner of Collins and Elizabeth streets was demolished 
in 1959. In the intervening period the statue was 
preserved by the Faculty of Architecture at its Mount 
Martha field station. It is well known that Ogg's 
Verandah 48 at the entrance to University House came 
from a pharmacy of the same name located at 76 Collins 
Street for 103 years. The verandah was removed from 
Collins Street fn 1960 at the direction of the Melbourne 
City Council on grounds that such structures were 
hazards to vehicles and pedestrians; as far as it is 
known, the verandah has an accident free record at 
University House. 

Several structures in the University grounds are 
Classified and identified by National Tru t markers. 
These are the Old • adrangle building' 91, the 
Atlantes Sculpture 	and the facade of the Old 
Commerce building 50 . The latter was originally the 
facade of the Bank of New South Wales erected in 
Collins Street in 1858 and re-erected on this site in 1938. 

48. Ogg's Verandah. 
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51. Pool opposite the Baillieu Library. 
Donated by Melbourne University 
Floral Group. 

49. Old Quadrangle. 

50. Old Commerce facade. 



52. Physics pool. 

53. Pool at west of Union. 

Ornamental pools have long been elements of the 
University landscape; for example, landscaping in the 
historically important System Garden has always 
included a pool associated with the central gazebo, 
originally a potting shed for the surrounding octagonal 
glasshouse, one of the earliest of the University 
buildings. The pool in the Japanese Garden located 
immediately to the north of the Architecture building 
was repaired in 1981, during renovations to the Garden. 
During the decade under review, water features have 
been added in several locations. The pool adjacent to 
the steps_opposite the front door of the Baillieu 
Library was-designed by the then Grounds Curator, 
Mr. Alec Brierley, and donated by the Melbourne 
University Floral Group. Pools were included with new 
building works associated with Physics 52 , 
Biochemistry and Howard Florey. The most recent 
addition was a pool in front of a large western facing 
window in the Union, over the basement kitchen 
redevelopment 

Paving has been discussed in Section 1.5.6, but the 
pattern in which brick paving is laid in the University 
may be included in the present concept of 
embellishment — stretcher bond laid at right angles to 
the main direction of walking. Interesting pattern 
changes occur when walking directions alter or cross 
one another 

Acceptance of embellishments along with 
improvements to the general quality of the landscape 
has led to a greater respect for the property. This 
respect for property has been further achieved by the 
careful use of poster kiosks in areas where publicity for , 
University events was clearly needed. 

The original main gates formerly at the Grattan Street 
entrance are in use at the entrance to the System 
Garden, south of the Botany School. At the north of 
Botany in a less obvious location, one of the Grattan 
Street pedestrian gates now marks the point of access 
to the western garden of University House. 

It is claimed that the great botanist, Baron von Mueller, 
may have planted 'the huge spotted gum, E. maculàta, 
outside Mechanical Engineering', (so described in 
Section 1.5.8) in 1859 on the banks of the Bouverie 
Creek which then flowed nearby. Such is recorded on a 
plaque placed near the tree in 1979. In the year of this 
Report it has been agreed that a plaque 
commemorating the beginning of the Eight Hour Day 
Movement, which was inaugurated by stonemasons 
working on the building, now the Law Library, be placed 
on the north wall of the Old Quadrangle, whilst, on the 
eastern external wall, in the original location, a replica of 
the Hotham Plaque, commemorating the laying of the 
foundation stone of the University in 1854, will be 
mounted. 

1531 

39 1411 42 
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54. Sun Ribbon. 

52 

The actual Hotham Plaque, safely stored but 
forgotten for many years, was recently rediscovered. 
Eventually it may be on permanent display in the 
University Council Chamber. 

Several works by the sculptors, Andor Meszaros and his 
son Michael, provide information as well as exhibiting 
fine artistic qualities. These include bronze reliefs placed 
on the Zoology and Engineering buildings suggesting 
the respective academic disciplines. Plaques by 
Meszaros at the entrance to the University Gallery 
record both the history of the building and generous 
donors. These modern plaques provide a link with the 
traditional '1927' placed in a decorative scroll, in the 
pediment of the Old Geology building. 

By generous donation from a graduate in 1981, the 
distinguished sculptor, Inge King, was commissioned to 
produce an abstract sculpture in welded steel, entitled 
'Sun Ribbon', based on the maquette exhibited at the 
Realities Gallery in 1980. This major acquisition now 
stands o the northern raised level of the Union 
Lawn 1541. 

While the embellishments that are mentioned and 
others are matters of detail, many are encountered as 
unexpected surprises that add to the landscape and so 
to the experience as one passes through the grounds. 



1.6 APPROVED VARIATIONS TO THE MASTER PLAN 

When it accepted the 1970 Master Plan, the University Council 
also laid down procedures designed to ensure that the Plan 
would be implemented without changes to its basic principles. 
In brief summary, these self-imposed restraints were to the 
effect that any variation to the Plan would require a three 
months' notice of motion and approval by a two-thirds majority 
of Council. 

During the 10 years since the issue of the 1970 Master Plan, the 
variations approved by this procedure have been: 

1.6.1 Old Physics 

It was decided that most of Old Physics would be 
retained, and extensively restored and refurbished 
initially to house the University Gallery, later a major 
meeting room complex, and other central facilities. 

This came about in 1973. After considerable discussion 
and negotiations that at times divided the University 
community, the Council agreed to a request from the 
(then) Professorial Board to delay demolition of the 
eastern portion of Old Physics which was to have been 
the first step towards creating a great south court. The 
matter was referred to the Central Building Planning 
Committee, a small committee was convened and it 
investigated and reported without delay. It was 
subsequently agreed that the south and east wings of 
Old Physics be retained, principally because it was 
established that the buildin was capable of being 
economically recycled 14  H to provide valuable 
centrally located accommodation with appropriate 
uses, one being the University Gallery. 

The preservation of this building and the concepts 
developed with the assistance of Mr. Daryl Jackson of 
Jackson & Walker, resulted in the formation of Deakin 
Court 26 , thus creating two smaller, more intimate 
courts to the south of the Union, instead of the single 
large one shown on the 1970 plan. It also meant that 
the enclosure of Cussonra Court remained unaltered. 
Natural Philosophy (yellow-brick Physics) now 
occupied by the National Bank, part of Botany and the 
State Savings Bank, was not included in the resolution. 
Its removal in the future remains possible. 

The variation was held to be a desirable change in 
application, rather than in principle, of the Master Plan 
courtyard concept. It was approved in November, 1973, 
and was an example of responsible conservation 
decisions arrived at after informed and properly 
conducted debate. 

1.6.2 Howard Florey 

A requested extension to the west of the Howard 
Florey building was approved as a variation on the 
ground that it was consistent with the existing 
development and character of the south-west corner of 
the site. 

This variation was approved in November, 1973. 
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1.6.3 Old Commerce 

The building  envelope surrounding and including Old 
Commerce150 was widened (in an east-west direction) 
to provide for a Planned Psychology/Centre for the 
Study of Higher Education building. This proposal 
formed part of the 1976/78 Triennial submission to the 
Tertiary Education Commission (then the Universities 
Commission). 

This variation was approved in December, 1975. 

Biological Sciences Complex 

The need for changes to the 1970 Plan envelopes 
resulted from proposals for replanning the southern end 
of the System Garden, including a new complex of 
glasshouses and an animal house, and also from the 
possible registration of the Conservatorium and the 
Grainger Museum by the Historic Buildings Preservation 
Council, which created uncertainties over the staging 
and location of new construction. 

A variation was therefore developed which made 
provision for the new glasshouse and animal house 
complex in approximately the present glasshouses 
location, and moved the crossbar of the figure-of-eight 
envelope northwards, clear of the Conservatorium and 
Grainger vicinity. The west wing of the envelope 
continues to cover the whole of the Grainger building 
and the western wing of the Conservatorium, leaving 
the University's options open for dealing with the 
implications of any future registration. 

The new envelope also provides sufficient space in its 
east wing for a new Zoology building, should funds 
become available. 

This variation was approved in September 1980. 

Variations Approved September, 1981 

In addition to the above variations, the preparation of 
this 1981 Report presented the opportunity to make 
some further revisions to the envelopes, which were 
approved by the University Council in September, 1981 
and are described briefly below: 

(i) South Lawn envelopes shown in the 1970 Report 
(5.42.1 'The Limit of Building') are dropped, in 
recognition of the undoubted fact that they will 
never be built. 

(ii) The North Car Park, including access and the 
concept of a new running track as designed, has 
been adopted as a 'building envelope'. 
Preservation of planning for the car park under 
the running track is essential to the coherent 
future development of the University site. 
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(iii) Envelopes have been adjusted where necessary 
to the net volumes of buildings built since the 
1970 Report and subject to its controls, namely: 
200 McCoy (Earth Sciences); 142 New 
Agriculture; 175-176 New Civil Engineering; 193 
Electrical Engineering. The volumes of these 
buildings represent the actual envelopes in their 
locations for the foreseeable future. 

(iv) Following the same logic as the 1970 Report, no 
attempt has been made to superimpose 'ideal' 
envelopes over areas where the existing 
buildings, however far from ideal, will remain the 
reality for the foreseeable future, e.g.: the south-
west (medical) region, John Medley, Raymond 
Priestley, Redmond Barry, New Physics, etc. The 
envelopes, as before, show the net volumes of 
these buildings. 

(v) The envelope has been redrawn to include 155 
Old Geology amongst the above, and to create 
ultimately a small court between it and 156 
Appointments Board. 

(vi) In Carlton Area 'A', the building envelope to the 
south of Earth Sciences along Swanston Street, 
has been adjusted to the western building line of 
Earth Sciences to provide for a uniform set back 
(6 metres) on the Swanston Street frontage, 
whilst retaining the building volume potential 
within the envelope. This reflects policy 
decisions taken and stated publicly, at the time 
Earth Sciences was built. 

(vii) The width of the envelope over the building 
between Raymond Priestley and the Bookroom 
has been increased. This will provide for 
screening to exposed services on the west face 
of that building which will be necessary when 
the present 'temporary' bookroom building can 
be demolished. 

(viii) 161 the Educational Technology (Visual Aids) 
building no longer shows as an envelope, only as 
an existing building. The implication is that its 
site, i.e. the area between Chemical Engineering 
and Monash Road, should eventually revert to 
open space. 

(ix) Wilson Avenue to the south of the Electrical 
Engineering and Metallurgy building is no longer 
to be realigned as shown in the Master Plan 
Report 1970. This will preserve Wilson Avenue as 
one of two main access roads to the South Car 
Park. There is a change in the configuration of 
building envelopes in the Engineering precinct 
and a small loss in potential building volume. 

(x) 164 the Australian Radiation.Laboratory similarly 
shows only as an existing building, but a revised 
envelope (2 storey limit) has been placed over its 
site to permit eventual redevelopment. 



(xi) A link has been added between Old Physics and 
the north-south envelope along Professors' 
Walk, to show how this area would be 
developed should 143 Natural Philosophy 
(yellow-brick Physics), ever be removed. A small 
court would be created where Bank Place is now, 
with an underpass, much as at present, into 
Deakin Court. Deakin Court itself, Hearn Court, 
the Old Quadrangle, and others, have 
demonstrated how attractive these smaller 
courts can be. 

(xii) The Biological Sciences envelope now has a 
'stub' wing projecting eastward into Professors' 
Walk as far as Babel currently projects at this 
point. The Babel projection is acceptable, 
probably even desirable, as a means of breaking 
too long a vista along the Walk; should the site 
ever be redeveloped, the same logic would apply 
to the new building. 

(xiii) To be consistent with the University Square plan, 
a footbridge is shown across Grattan Street. 

(xiv) Many of the 'notches' in the envelopes which 
showed on the 1970 plan have been eliminated. 
Originally they were only meant to illustrate a 
planning device for dealing with junctions of 
building wings. As such they were not 
mandatory; if the building designer can cope 
with the junction without a 'notch' he is free to 
do so. Eliminating them from the envelopes helps 
further to dispel the impression that the 
envelopes are drawings of actual buildings. In the 
few cases where notches are retained it is 
because they are mandatory for other reasons — 
usually to reduce the tunnel effect of an 
underpass. 

All the above variations are shown and identified on the 
envelope plan entitled Approved Variations. 
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1.7 SPACE STANDARDS 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, 1970 Report: A Recapitulation, the 
planning brief for the 1970 Report included a request for a plan 
showing 'the maximum volumetric development possible' on 
the site. For the purpose of that exercise it was thought desirable 
to state a theoretical limit of floor area as the ultimate target for 
such maximum possible development. The 1970 Report argued 
that the limit should be set high rather than low, because it was 
not a mandatory target. It would not matter if the limit was 
never reached; on the contrary, it would be a cause for 
congratulations if the envelope plan could make satisfactory 
provision for more building volume than would ever be likely to 
be needed. 

For this reason the space standard chosen for the exercise was 
that proposed in a feasibility study 'A San Francisco Campus' 
prepared for the University of California in 1965, simply because, 
at 300 sq.ft. average per EFTS (approximately 28m 2), it was the 
highest figure used in any university planning study published up 
to that time. Applied to the 16,000 EFTS target for Melbourne, it 
gave a total of 4,800,000 sq.ft. (445,931m 2) gross building area. 
The plan of 'maximum volumetric development' in the 1970 
Report was able to show how this hypothetical limit could be 
accommodated on the main site and associated Carlton Areas 
'A' and 'B', thus satisfying the brief and concluding that part of 
the planning exercise. 

There was never any suggestion that the area figures used in the 
exercise were to be taken as actual planning targets for the 
University of Melbourne, or as desirable space standards which 
should ultimately be attained. Average figures per student place 
are too imprecise to be an instrument of specific planning, 
although they can be useful as a means of comparison with 
other institutions which are reasonably similar. As such they can 
act as a guide to what is currently acceptable, or at any rate 
tolerable, in'such institutions. 

During 1976 the University of Melbourne considered and 
adopted such guide standards. In Victoria, Monash and La Trobe 
were using a figure of about 19m 2 gross building area per WSU 
as a standard; the University of Melbourne, because of the 
problems associated with the use of many old and inefficient 
buildings, adopted the slightly higher figure of 21 m 2 gross 
building area per WSU. 

The 1980 WSU total (excluding Medical Clinical and Dental 
Science figures) was 13,938. Applying 21m 2 to this total yields a 
current 'ideal' total gross building area of 293,643m2 

The actual gross floor area of buildings housing academic, 
service and administrative functions (excluding Teaching and 
Dental Hospitals) was 268,502m 2. The shortfall in gross floor area 
on this analysis is therefore 25,141 m 2, or 8.6%. 
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2. PRESSURES FOR CHANGE 

2.1 COMMUNITY AND ZONING PRESSURES 

2.1.1 The Conservation Movement 

During the period of the review covered by this Report, 
Australia experienced the emergence of the strong 
community movement for the conservation and 
preservation of the environment which had already 
been a major development overseas during the 60's. 

This movement found several forms of expression. In its 
more radical form it was expressed in the rejection of 
conventional values, and the embracing of alternative 
life styles, usually of a rural and implicitly anti-urban 
character. 

In its more conservative form the movement was 
characterized by a nostalgia for the preservation of 
existing environments, built, cultural or natural. Its 
adherents tended to be found in the cities, particularly 
amongst the middle class groups that had increasingly 
been moving into inner urban areas. A major concern of 
these groups was for the preservation of the built 
environments of the areas into which they had moved, 
and of the life styles which they had established within 
them. Strong community associations were formed to 
combat any perceived threat, real or imagined, to those 
environments. 

2.1.2 Resistance to Expansion 

The adoption by the University of its Master Plan was 
perceived as such a threat by resident action groups in 
both Carlton and Parkville; but especially in Carlton, 
because of the designation of the two proposed 
expansion zones, Areas 'A' and 'B'. (These are blocks 
respectively south and north of Elgin Street, fronting 
Swanston Street opposite the University's main site : 
see Drawing 6.) 

Brief mention has already been made (in 1.2.6 Leicester 
Street Proposal) of the outcome of this problem, but it is 
instructive to look somewhat more deeply into the 
history of the matter. To begin with there was an almost 
complete failure on the part of the local communities to 
understand the University's intentions, as expressed in 
the Master Plan Report. There was a refusal to believe 
that the University's expansion aims were restricted to 
Areas 'A' and 'B'; instead, the University was regarded 
as a major threat of uncontrolled encroachment on to 
historically and residentially important areas. There was 
only a limited attempt to understand the specific 
proposals for the designated Areas 'A' and 'B'. 
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That Area 'A' consisted mainly of semi-derelict factory 
buildings was not acknowledged, nor was the fact that 
the proposal was to replace them by two medium sized 
city squares, with public access and community 
facilities related to the Carlton shopping area; nor that 
Area 'B' was mostly to be preserved as a residential area 
for staff and students, with its inner lane complex 
opened up into park-like spaces. Rather than submit 
these proposals to rational criticism and debate, the 
community groups chose to attack the University. Such 
debate as occurred was highly charged and emotional. 

It might be thought that misunderstandings had arisen 
because the University had not adequately conveyed its 
intentions to the local communities, but the history of 
events would show that any failure of communication 
was not because there were no attempts to review and 
discuss plans with community groups. Oddly enough 
the attacks on the University seemed to be far fiercer 
than those on other major institutions encroaching on 
the area, whose attempts at communication were much 
less energetic. 

After the initial statements of opposition, the University 
began a lengthy series of negotiations with the parties, 
which now included the Melbourne City Council for 
reasons which will become apparent. Discussions were 
held with Carlton residents and members of the'Carlton 
Association. At a somewhat later date the University 
became closely involved with the Carlton Community 
Planning Group and the Parkville Community Planning 
Group by reason of the appointment of the Controller 
(Buildings) as a member of those bodies. 

At the same time there was another highly significant 
development; the advent of the City of Melbourne 
Strategy Plan. Over the long period of its preparation 
the Vice- Principal served on its key Technical 
Committee. The Strategy Plan introduced zoning 
changes which were to have considerable importance 
to the University. 

Continued negotiation with the Carlton Community 
Planning Group resulted eventually in an acceptance of 
the University's proposals for Area 'A'. That Group' 
Action Plan on Institutional Expansion now includes 
Area 'A' as within the University's 'geographical 
boundaries'. 

The University's negotiations with the Parkville 
Community Planning Group resulted in the Parkville 
frontage to Royal Parade between Story and Morrah 
Streets being accepted as an area for University use. It is 
the general intention of the University that these 
properties will eventually revert to residential use. 
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As previously noted (1.3 Land Acquisitions) there have 
been no new property acquisitions in Parkville other 
than'Greycourtl1, acquired for International House. It 
is also noted in that section that acquisitions in Carlton 
Area 'B' are for residential purposes, and most buildings 
in that area are currently in residential use. 

The principal focus of the Carlton community's criticism 
was thus narrowed down to the proposed siting of the 
new Music building in the south-wèst corner of Area 'B'. 

2.1.3 Zoning and Density Changes 

At this point the City of Melbourne Strategy Plan (1972) 
was released containing the proposal that the South 
Carlton Area (which includes University Square) 
become a 'mixed use' zone (including University use) 
with lowered densities. This had the effect of sharply 
reducing property values in that area, and several large 
parcels of land were offered to the University. The 1970 
Master Plan Report had strongly recommended 
University expansion into the area surrounding 
University Square, but up to this time land costs had 
made the objective unattainable. Now, however, the 
University was able to acquire a substantial area 
fronting Leicester Street on the eastern side of the 
Square. Despite the failure of the Government to 
provide the money recommended by the Universities 
Commission for these purchases, the University raised 
the finance by various other means including the sale of 
some properties in Parkville. 

The existing character of the South Carlton Area was 
predominantly commercial and industrial, and as such 
was not as sensitive to change in the eyes of the Carlton 
community. Indeed it is outside the Carlton Community 
Planning Group's area of influence and so could not be 
included in that Group's Action Plan, although the Plan 
does acknowledge the University's right to involvement 
in the area. In the interests of good community 
relations, therefore, the University began to explore the 
possibility of transferring the Music project from Area 'B' 
to Leicester Street. 

As previously mentioned (1.4.5 Music) a grant of $1.35 
million had already been included in the 1973/75 
Triennium for a new Music building on the Area 'B' site. 
By agreement with the Universities Commission the 
grant was now cancelled from the 1973/75 Triennium 
on the understanding that Music on the Leicester Street 
site would be the University's top priority project for 
1976/78. Unfortunately, as previously described, 
funding for 1976/78 was also cancelled. As a result, 
therefore, of the University's attempts to meet the 
desires of the local community, the Music project lost 
its funding and remains unbuilt. 
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Even after all these changes, the question of the 
application of the Strategy Plan and its effect on zoning 
and plot ratios in the University Square Area remains 
under a cloud. 

The Strategy Plan proposed a plot ratio of 1.5 to 1 in this 
area. In 1979 the Council adopted a revision to the 
Mixed Use Zones, increasing the plot ratio to 4.5 to 1, 
but not applying this to the South Carlton Zone which 
remained at 1.5 to 1. Recent publicity suggests that the 
Council may again revert to 1.5 to 1 for all Mixed Use 
Zones. 

In 1978 the Council advertised, under M.M.B.W. 
arrangements, an ill-conceived 'Amendment 96'. This 
amendment, an attempt to implement the Strategy 
Plan, would have been disastrous to the University, i n . 
that it proposed a new zoning for University Square, 
Residential A3, which prohibited Educational 
Establishments as a permitted use for the area. 
Fortunately the amendment was withdrawn. 

The uncertainty about the future of the University 
Square Precinct constitutes a major problem, since it 
continues, with the areas already available in Area 'A', 
to be an important focus for any University extension 
away from the main site. 

The position under the new arrangements for 
management of the City of Melbourne, following the 
State Government's dismissal of the Melbourne City 
Council remains entirely unknown. 

2.1.4 Summary 

Whilst some degree of equilibrium has been reached, 
the past decade has been one of major readjustment 
and modification to the concepts that were brought 
together in the Master Plan. The various phases of this 
have been, first, the initial suspicion, vocal opposition 
and total rejection of the site extension plans as 
originally conceived; second, the slow and painful 
development of dialogue in place of slogans and refusal 
to discuss, and eventually the acceptance of the block 
Swanston/Elgin/Cardigan/Faraday Streets (Area 'A') as a 
University area of legitimate interest. In addition, 
agreement has been reached with the Carlton 
Association and Carlton Community Planning Group 
that controlled extension into University Square is 
acceptable. Nevertheless, because of the shifts and 
uncertainties in City Council planning controls, the 
future of the University Square Zone remains unsettled. 
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2.2 HISTORIC AND CULTURAL PRESERVATION 

2.2.1 Planning for Conservation 

Another well-known outcome of the strong community 
movement for the preservation of existing 
environments has been the explosive growth of 
demands for the preservation of specific buildings. 

Whether or not this growth could have or should have 
been predicted, any consideration of demands for the 
preservation of specific buildings within the University 
grounds should begin by looking at the way the whole 
question of conservation was approached during the 
preparation of the 1970 Master Plan Report. 

A moment's reflection must show that a plan for the 
future development of built-up grounds such as the 
University's main site must begin with a set of 
conservation decisions. It is essential to know what 
parts of the existing grounds are likely to be potential 
redevelopment sites (whether for future buildings or as 
open space) and what parts are likely to be permanently 
occupied by existing buildings — and not only 
buildings, but existing landscapes, gardens, trees, 
pavements, artworks — in short any existing amenity 
the preservation of which is considered to be of 
importance to the University. 

A decision in these matters was not the prerogative of 
any individual, least of all the Master Planner. The 
Planner's opinions on the historic or cultural value of 
buildings would naturally be taken into account along 
with all the others, but not given special weight. It 
should hardly need saying that the intention of the 
planning process was to produce a master plan which 
would gain the widest possible assent, and it would 
have been quite contrary to that intention to have 
ignored any strongly held opinions which might have 
been expressed at that time. Clearly, therefore, a prime 
object of the planning process was to discover what 
were the prevailing opinions within the University on 
these questions. 

The process was essentially one of consultation and 
participation. Every planning proposal was considered 
and commented on by individuals and committees at 
many levels within the University organization. An 
Interim Report which foreshadowed all the major 
recommendations of the ultimate 1970 Report was 
produced and circulated in 1969. It is not unreasonable 
to suppose therefore, that the plan which was 
embodied in that Report, and which the University 
Council accepted in its resolution of March 1971, fairly 
reflected a consensus of University opinion as to how 
and where development might proceed in the future. 
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2.2.2 Implications of the Plan 

The University Council resolution (quoted in the 
Foreword to this Report) was carefully worded to 
indicate acceptance of the principles of the Plan rather 
than a commitment to build specific buildings. 
Nevertheless it recognized that the envelope diagrams 
of the plan indicated possible future sites for new 
buildings, and also the limits beyond which no new 
buildings could be built. Not all the possible sites would 
necessarily be built on. Decisions on which sites would 
be used were options for the future. These points are so 
important that they cannot be overemphasized, and 
they will be restated yet again in connection with the 
revised envelopes of this Report. 

It follows from the above that the attempt to forecast 
triennial stages in the 1970 Report was largely a 
theoretical exercise, but in one important respect (as 
mentioned above in Section 1.1) it was not. The 
1973/75 Triennial Stage showed the specific buildings, 
on specific sites, which the University fully intended to 
build if it got the funds. There was never any doubt 
about that, because the University, in its submission for 
that Triennium to the Universities Commission, 
requested the funds for just those buildings, and 
designated exactly those sites. As far as options for the 
future were concerned, the University clearly indicated 
that these were options it was taking up. 

The significance of this to the present discussion is that 
one of those buildings was Genetics, and its site was so 
placed in relation to the Conservatorium as to make 
perfectly obvious the intention to demolish that 
building, or at least Melba Hall, in the future. This 
intention was in any case explicitly stated in various 
ways, not the least of which was in dealings with the 
Melbourne City Council over permission to build in 
such close proximity to Melba Hall. Permission was 
granted on this understanding, and the Genetics 
building was built in that position. 

2.2.3 Observations on a Case History 

It is useless to speculate on whether the University 
might have proceeded differently if it had been able to 
foresee the course of events. The fact is that it was 
given no opportunity to do so. Despite the long process 
of consultation, notwithstanding the publication of the 
interim and final reports, or the preparation of the 
A.U.C. submission (itself a long consultative process) 
the first public expression of complete opposition to the 
demolition of the Conservatorium did not emerge until 
after the adoption of the Master Plan Report by the 
University Council. The National Trust listing of it did 
not occur until long after Genetics was built. 



The campaign to save the Conservatorium and the 
Grainger Museum buildings, when launched, was 
conducted with a lack of restraint which is apparently 
inseparable from such issues. A vigorous debate has 

ensued. 

This is not the place to discuss the merits of the 
arguments on either side of these two specific issues, 
which are in any case awaiting a hearing before the 
Historic Buildings Preservation Council. However there 
are some general observations, relevant to all such 
issues, which can be made. 

One: 	Whatever the outcome of the hearing before 
the Historic Buildings Preservation Council, the 
University of Melbourne will be heavily the 
loser, in money, in time lost, in the disruption 
of its plans and in the misunderstanding of its 
motives that have resulted. No form of 
compensation is provided for any of these 

costs. 

Two: 	If this is to be taken as a typical case history of 
the conservation movement in action then it 
puts responsible building owners at a 
disadvantage. 

Three: No defence is needed of the University of 
Melbourne's reputation as a responsible 
custodian of the buildings and sites in its care. 
The level of its expenditures from scarce 
resources in the restoration of Medley Hall and 
the preservation of stone buildings on the site 

is evidence enough. 

The above small case history seems to show that no 
matter how the University goes about making decisions 
affecting existing buildings — short of agreeing to 
whatever specific demands may be made upon it, at 
any time, by any special interest group — it will be 
difficult to avoid disputes. 

But it must not be inferred the Master Plan is inflexible 
or that the University is unwilling to respond to soundly 
based proposals to alter aspects of its site planning. The 
very opposite was illustrated in the case of Old 
Physics 11411151 which has already been briefly 
described in Section 1.6.1. 

2.2.4 The Function of Envelope Diagrams 

It may be of some use, nevertheless, to explain once 
more how the University's decisions are made amongst 
the options presented by the Master Plan. This can best 
be done by a restatement (foreshadowed above in 
Section 2.2.2 Implications of the Plan) of the function of 
the envelope diagrams in the Plan (Drawings 1 and 4). 
The statement applies equally to the revised Building 
Envelopes plan at the end of this Report: 
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— The new building envelopes show where new 
buildings, if needed, may be built, and where they 
may not. 

— The envelopes do not imply that new buildings 
shall or must be built within them. If the buildings 
are not needed, they will not be built. If they are 
never needed, they will never be built. 

— By the same reasoning, the envelopes do not in 
themselves imply the demolition of existing 
buildings, regardless of whether the existing 
buildings fall inside or outside the envelopes. 

— An existing building will be retained so long as it 
can be made to serve a genuine University 
function to the University's satisfaction, and so 
long as its site is not needed for another purpose 
which the University judges to be more important. 

— However once an existing building has been 
demolished, any part of its site which falls outside 
a new building envelope reverts to open space. 

From this it can be seen that the presence of a building 
envelope does not automatically spell doom to an 
existing building which happens to fall within it. The 
University simply expects to retain its options over 
those buildings; options which may never need to be 
exercised. 

The University does not engage in overnight 
demolitions without warning. Its decision-making 
process is protracted and open, as has been shown. 
There is ample opportunity to debate the merits of the 
case at the time the option is proposed to be exercised. 

It seems reasonable, therefore, to expect that the 
University should be allowed to judge its options, on 
their merits, only when and if the need arises, and not 
have them prejudged by others at this time, or have its 
decisions attacked only after they have been made and 
committed. 
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2.3 ENERGY AND SERVICES 

2.3.1 Energy Conservation 

The rapid increase in energy costs, allied to the 
increasing awareness of the need for the conservation 
of non-renewable forms of energy, has brought this 
subject to the forefront of the areas of pressures for 
change. 

The University of Melbourne can claim to be a leader in 
the field of energy conservation, not only amongst 
universities, but within the general community. 

The Controller (Buildings) made a study in 1976 of 
energy conservation measures then being implemented 
in universities overseas, principally in the United States, 
where energy costs had risen alarmingly as a proportion 
of total recurrent costs. As a result of this study a 
campaign, entitled 'Killerwatt', was started in the 
University of Melbourne in 1977. Its object was to 
reverse the pattern of annual increases in energy use 
(average 10% per annum from 1972 to 1977). The 
methods included a publicity campaign to alert staff 
and students to the importance of switching off unused 
heating and lighting; the removal of unnecessary 
lighting; other lighting changes, and reswitching; 
modifications and general improvements to ventilation 
and heating systems; conversion from oil to gas (or 
existing gas fired systems); tariff examinations; and 
rationalization of vehicle usage. 

The campaign has been highly successful. For the first 
three years of the programme, the following reductions 
in energy use and in cost have been achieved: 

	

Calculated 	Cumulative 

	

Saving in 	Saving in 
Cost 	Each Year 

1978 	 3.2% 	$ 63,000 	$ 63,000 

1979 	 5.7% 	$ 58,000 	$121,000 

1980 	 7.4% 	$104,000 	$225,000 

	

Total Calculated Savings — 	$409,000 

As a result of this campaign, the University received an 
honourable mention in the Victorian Gas and Fuel 
Corporation Awards for Energy Conservation in 1980. 

2.3.2 Central Control and Monitoring System 

The next major measure in the energy reduction 
campaign is the installation of a Central Control and 
Monitoring System. This is a computer and 
microprocessor based system which will control, meter 
and monitor use of energy, enabling fine tuning of 
systems and reduction of energy use through general 
control of mechanical services. It also includes measures 
for improving building and site security. 

Reduction in 
Energy Use 
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The first stage of the CCMS has been approved and will 
be operating by August, 1981. It will control and 
monitor eight buildings in the south west precinct, 
which use 48% of the University's energy consumption. 
Present intentions are to secure approvals for extending 
the system by stages to cover the whole of the main 
site and off-site locations within ten years. 

The system will provide general supervision of 
mechanical services, the ability to meter, monitor and 
control, for energy management purposes, 
improvement of comfort, and other required conditions 
in University buildings. 

2.3.3 Security and Site Control 

Within the envisaged ten year period the Central 
Control and Monitoring System will also include 
facilities for site surveillance both inside and outside 
buildings; for electronic locking of some if not all 
University buildings; the control of a more sophisticated 
security service including mobile patrols; gate control, 
probably by two-way TV and voice communication and 
boom gates; and extension of fire alarms and 
mechanical services alarms to a central control point. 

The central control point would be manned 24 hours a 
day, probably by a combined and trained force of 
mechanical service operators, security patrolmen and 
parking attendants. 

Within the next ten years, full 24 hour control of the 
main site may be necessary, certainly for vehicle access 
outside normal hours, and perhaps for pedestrian access 
as well. It is hoped that this would include control of 
access to the new North Car Park. 

2.3.4 Plant Locations 

Within a ten to twenty year period the locations of 
University mechanical plant (at present a combination 
of individual plant systems with some area plant) will 
have to be reviewed, and some important decisions 
made. Possible choices appear to be: 

— independent plant rooms in each building 
controlled by a Central Supervisory System; 

— central plant, at least for some services. 

It is possible (if at the moment improbable) that the 
increasing shortage of fuels may make it necessary to 
consider on-site electricity or heat generation by 
burning, in a central plant, properly sieved and sorted 
rubbish in conjunction with some other fuel, perhaps 
gas. The cost of rubbish removal would thereby be 
avoided and the cost of fuel reduced. 
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A possible move to maximum demand tariffs for 
electricity might require centralizing electricity supply 
and access points and perhaps a new reticulation 
system, reinforcing the argument for a central plant and 
distribution system. 

A central plant for some services would require a 
distributing duct system. The capital cost would be 
high, but should not be considered out of the question. 
Existing building basements could be used as part of the 
system. Computer coaxial cables might also use the 
network. 

2.3.5 Building Design 

Energy costs and shortages have led to a general 
recognition that buildings must be more energy 
efficient in the future. Design will have to give careful 
attention to such factors as: avoiding heat wastage 
through the exterior, by adopting low surface-to-
volume ratios, insulation, reduction of unnecessary 
glazing and the like; reducing heat gain in summer by 
shading, reflective surfaces and insulation; positive 
collection and storage of solar energy; changes to 
ventilation systems, lighting techniques, and lighting 
standards. 

One aspect of energy saving in buildings that should 
not be overlooked is the energy cost of the building 
materials and processes themselves. A practical 
difficulty has been to find a common measure of energy 
cost for manufactured items which is more reliable than 
the straight-out money cost; many such measures have 
been proposed but none has gained general 
acceptance. Notwithstanding this difficulty, however, it 
is almost certainly true that a building in which the bulk 
of the fabric is designed for long life will be more energy 
efficient as regards the fabric energy cost than the 
short-life, demountable 'throwaway' building. This is a 
further argument in favour of the 'long-life, loose fit' 
building postulated in Section 1.4.8 Alterations, 
Renovations, Refurbishing, above; the building with a 
durable permanent shell, minimum of internal -
obstruction and generous provision for services. Such a 
building is flexible in the sense of accepting repeated 
adaptions to new requirements at reasonable cost, and 
therefore more likely to accommodate to the demands 
of the uncertain future (discussed in the next section). 
Initial cost may be higher than the minimum-volume, 
tightly tailored building, but the cost will be more than 
recouped over the building's lifetime — often in a very 
few years, based on current experience. 
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2.4 PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE 

2.4.1 Foreword 

Long range forecasts are inherently unreliable, especially 
when they must necessarily embrace a large number of 
independent variables, as in this case. Community 
expectations, career preferences, technological change, 
Government attitudes to funding, education policy 
shifts, changes in cost and availability of resources, and 
many other factors are involved, and all conspire to 
make any attempt at prediction so hazardous as to call 
its usefulness into question. Nevertheless there remains 
a feeling that a planning report such as this should 
conclude with an attempt, not so much at prediction, 
but rather at a canvassing of possibilities for the future; 
possibilities which may or may not come to pass. The 
value (if any) of such an exercise would be in reviewing 
the Master Plan (both its principles and its specific 
proposals) in the light of the various possibilities which 
the plan might encounter; the object of course, being 
to see whether it is flexible enough to deal with them 
should they arise. To anticipate the conclusion, it may 
be said that there is nothing in the following speculative 
projections which would cause a reconsideration of the 
specific planning recommendations of this Report. 

Because they are merely speculative, the projections are 
not to be thought of as reflecting University policy, or as 
carrying any commitment whatsoever. No depth of 
research has been employed in their preparation, nor, 
given the conditions, would it have improved their 
reliability. Certainly many opinions have been sought 
within the University, and to that extent the result may 
represent something of a consensus of the opinions 
expressed; but no great weight should be placed on 
that statement. With these words of caution, then, the 
following speculations about the next twenty years are 
presented. 

2.4.2 Introduction 

The University of Melbourne has played a leading role in 
tertiary education in Victoria since inception in 1853, 
and since the War in company with the other 
Universities, Colleges of Advanced Education and the 
State College. This role will continue until the year 2000 
and beyond — a dedication to scholarship in teaching 
and research, service to the community, and the 
stimulation of intellectual vitality. 

2.4.3 Education Prospects 

Looking ahead to the year 2000, a general forecast 
might be that there will not be any dramatic or 
significant changes in the present general discipline 
areas; engineers will generally continue as engineers 
and chemists as chemists. 
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However, shifts in student preferences will continue to 
occur in an unpredictable manner as job opportunities 
and community attitudes change. Community and 
government pressures are likely to be for improved cost 
effectiveness, increasing public accountability and 
financial control, greater efficiency in the use of 
resources. Changing community expectations may 
result in the provision of more welfare type services, 
such as community health care, including preventive 
medicine, health care evaluation and the economics of 
health care. The greater use of commercial and home 
computers is likely to bring the demand for more 
widespread computer education, possibly in short 
courses as well as major degrees. 

Technological change will have the dual impact of 
greater need to teach the skills required to use the new 
technology, as well as greater need for increased 
cultural education for those with increased leisure time 
because of the shorter working hours produced by 
technology. This could affect, for instance, the Faculty 
of Music with its public performances, or the Faculty of 
Arts (Fine Arts, Modern Languages). 

The community may also expect greater contributions 
from institutions towards the intellectual vitality of the 
public, of the kind which already takes place (Faculty of 
Music public performances) and through projects 
(especially in such areas as Architecture and 
Environmental Studies) in which community 
representatives can participate. 

Therefore, while it is unlikely that any major disciplines 
will disappear or new ones emerge, interactions 
between groups may change significantly. 

It is difficult to ignore the impact of Government 
decision on the funding and course structure of other 
institutions. The establishment of V.P.S.E.C. (The 
Victorian Post- Secondary Education Commission), and 
more recently the Commonwealth Government's 
announcement that funding will cease for 30 colleges of 
advanced education, means dramatic changes are likely 
in the next decade in the orientation and affiliations of 
present colleges and their courses. It seems inevitable 
that some impact of these changes will be felt at the 
University of Melbourne, although it is too early as yet 
to guess what these effects might be. 

The University of Melbourne has been fortunate in 
attracting students with particularly high scholarly 
achievements, with correspondingly high success rates 
and a flow-on into postgraduate study. It is expected 
that a similar high standard will be maintained in the 
future, provided that the necessary resources and 
leadership are forthcoming. 
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This University will be expected to continue to provide 
the range of smaller specialized professional disciplines 
not offered elsewhere in the State, and will thereby 
retain the special advantage of a truly multidisciplinary 
institution. This advantage must be utilized to 
encourage interdisciplinary studies, to complement the 
high degree of specialization which will continue to be 
developed in most technological fields. 

The next 20 years could see greater development in 
postgraduate courses, particularly in the professional 
disciplines where the need for comparatively short but 
intensive updating courses could emerge. Some courses 
which are now given at undergraduate level could be 
converted to graduate degrees following preliminary 
study in related or different discipline areas. Part-time 
enrolments should continue to be popular and may 
increase as working hours are decreased in business and 
government. The opportunity for external studies may 
also develop although other institutions may take over 
this role. 

2.4.4 Use of Resources 

The community pressure for change, and the probable 
reorganisation of colleges, could well result in moves for 
sharing resources between institutions, and the greater 
use of facilities. The immediate consequences may be 
further attempts to realize the long sought ideal of 
flexible facilities used for longer hours of the week. In 
the longer term a type of institutional framework, 
differing from our existing University, College of 
Advanced Education, or TAFE institute types, may 
become necessary. 

Resource sharing (should it develop), change in study 
methods (new technology), greater interaction with the 
community, and transport problems may all tend 
towards changes in traditional on-campus work 
locations. Rising transportation difficulties, caused by 
increasing costs and possible shortages of fuel for 
private transport, may force students to spend less time 
in the classroom (working at home instead) or move 
closer to the University. This could put pressure on 
existing accommodation, leading to a review of 
traditional student accommodation. A more significant 
amount of University work may be done off-campus, at 
home, in outstations, in the field or by external study 
courses. 
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2.4.5 Research 

The existing emphasis on pure and applied research is 
expected to be maintained, although particular areas of 
activity will change. It can be expected that applied 
research will increase markedly in some areas, with 
substantial sponsorship from industry and government 
where problems of a special nature require solution. 
These problems will be wide ranging, and will require 
the application of expertise from a number of different 
disciplines if they are to be attacked successfully. The 
scale of research projects is likely to increase, and the 
management of such projects will require special skills. 

The types of projects likely to be involved cover a wide 
range of areas of University and community interest, 
such as: 

Involvement in energy use and alternative fuels research 
(solar, wind, tide power, extension of existing projects 
in brown coal, energy management to reduce use 
through existing programmes), moves into greater 
research in agriculture and forestry, particularly agro-
forestry, integrated farm and forest management, urban 
horticulture, combating salination of water and water 
resources arising from bad land management. 

In other areas we might expect a move away from 
expansion of major facilities in chemistry and physics, 
into other activities such as astronomy/astrophysics 
(infra-red and gamma ray astronomy). Applied research 
in biology, Antarctic marine sciences, medical sciences 
and the humanities may tend to grow in relation to 
basic sciences. 

2.4.6 Educational Methods 

Improvements in the quality of teaching over the next 
20 years may be expected to come from the 
development of technology in teaching aids. Computer 
technology and electronic communication should 
provide the major input in this improvement, which 
should enable staff and student efforts to be better 
directed. 

Students are likely to spend less time in class and more 
on individual study, making independent use of library 
materials and other learning resources (tapes, films, 
home computers, video units). Independent study 
methods at an advanced level will also make more use 
of unstandardized and open access methods of search 
and retrieval. 
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But such developments will not reduce the need for 
academic staff, who must continue to be available to 
provide the intellectual stimulus essential to University 
teaching. Small group teaching will probably increase, 
particularly in the earlier years of undergraduate courses. 
In this scene of changing methods and technology, 
library services must play a major role. It can be 
assumed that the greater emphasis will move from 
reading of monographs to the use of new technology, 
including new computer technology, to assist in 
information retrieval. As a consequence, much greater 
use of library facilities can be expected. Students may 
be able to gain access to library materials by use of 
expanded existing services (video, slide, film) and 
possible terminal use either on-campus or even at 
home. Access to external collections through these 
methods is likely to become more important. 

2.4.7 University Administration 

The administrative task of managing the business side of 
the University will require the application of special 
skills and new technology. Financial control and 
analysis, control of energy use, security, and planning 
will require skilled staff and a high level of computer 
technology if these functions are to be performed 
effectively and at an acceptable cost. 

The participation by academic staff in the 
administration of the University has increased greatly in 
recent years with much greater input from staff at all 
levels. The extensive committee system, which provides 
the opportunity for participation, absorbs much time 
and intellectual energy at the expense of academic 
activity. The democratization of departmental and 
faculty administration will continue, but ways must be 
found to reduce the committee burden now being 
carried by academic staff in addition to their primary 
tasks of teaching and research. 

2.4.8 Student Participation and Welfare 

The participation of students in University affairs can be 
expected to expand, with student responsibility in 
management being increased in all areas affecting 
students, as student understanding of these problems 
widens. 

Current and increasing financial pressures on students 
may require expansion of student services, in line with 
the provision of general community services. 

Student housing will come under increasing pressure in 
the area surrounding the University, with strong 
competition from the general public who will continue 
to move into this convenient near-city area. 

University responsibility for student housing will again 
become a focus and may require a review of existing 
traditional forms of student housing. 
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2.4.9 Work Location 

The location of the University will provide an increasing 
attraction to many students and staff because of its 
central position, particularly with respect to other 
scientific organisations, and the convenient public 
transport system which serves large areas of population. 
Despite high fuel costs there will continue to be a 
demand for car parking facilities, and the need for a 
further large underground car park will become 
pressing, especially if the City Council maintains its 
present requirements for additional parking spaces for 
new buildings. 

Field stations will remain as essential adjuncts to the 
main campus facilities where the size and type of 
operation precludes on-site operation. This includes the 
existing agricultural, forestry and veterinary field 
stations at which interdisciplinary studies can be 
expected to develop. 

2.4.10 Accommodation 

Although the present student and staff population will 
probably remain sensibly static, many accommodation 
deficiencies will have to be remedied. Changes in 
student numbers in different disciplines, in research 
directions, and in technological teaching aids will 
require accommodation to be modified and renewed 
continually. 

Space allocations to various disciplines have recently 
been reviewed but changes in these disciplines will be 
reflected in differing requirements of type and size. 
Interaction between discipline groups depends on 
location, and decisions on space allocations and 
dispositions will need to be made with due recognition 
of these desired interactions. 

The compactness of the University gives a great initial 
advantage but skill will be needed to provide layouts 
which will facilitate the removal of barriers between 
disciplines. Of particular concern is the accommodation 
of what should be cohesive discipline groups in 
separate and, in some cases, widely scattered buildings. 

2.4.11 Landscape and Site Amenity 

As described above in 1.5, Landscape and Traffic 
Management Works, the University since 1971 has 
completely relandscaped a significant number of the 
areas between buildings. Many dull corners are now 
interesting small precincts. Many tar sealed areas are 
now gardened and attractively paved. The emphasis in 
landscaping has been on long term planning of a 
framework of trees and shrubberies, the latter, wherever 
practicable, developed as native Australian gardens, 
with emphasis on groundcover and relatively low 
maintenance. Significant axial vistas have been 
extended through several areas. 
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The resulting change in the atmosphere, amenity and 
environment has achieved the desired objective of 
giving the whole site a feeling of continuity and unity, 
which could never have been achieved by buildings. 
The change in attitude by staff and students alike, who 
now respect and show a regard for the grounds which 
was not evident in the 1960's, is sufficient evidence of 
the success of the project. The recent publication of a 
well received article in the magazine 'Landscape 
Australia' (which has been reprinted by the University in 
its own cover) is a culmination of a very successful stage 
of development. It is essential that the work of 
maintaining and extending this important project 
should continue. 

However the ultimate attainment of the landscaping 
objective will only be possible when a second 
underground car park is developed. This will enable 
further areas of the site to be consolidated into the 
pedestrian precinct, and will enable the relandscaping 
of all areas to the quality already enjoyed in many parts 
by those who work in and visit Melbourne University. 

2.4.12 Summary 

What does this review forecast give the University as a 
direction in planning for the next 20 years? 

It suggests that there should be no dramatic changes in 
present general discipline areas, although there may be 
significant moves within those areas and changes in 
student demands and preferences between existing 
areas. 

There are likely to be changes in teaching methods, 
with a greater move to use of technology, more 
emphasis on library and computer use with more direct 
involvement by staff and students, a move to smaller 
group teaching (away from large class learning). 

Research may expand from present basic sciences to 
include more applied research in areas of community 
pressure, energy, agriculture, biology, Antarctic marine 
studies, etc. 

Building requirements and community pressures for, 
greater accountability may force moves to more 
intensive use and sharing of resources, different forms 
of institutions, and the continued need for an extensive 
programme of alterations and minor works. 

New buildings, if provided, will need to emphasize 
flexibility, and improvements to services, rationalization, 
emphasis on minimizing energy use must continue. 
Security problems will increase, requiring appropriate 
measures. Improvements to the amenity of the site 
through landscaping must continue. 
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Builder 
Construction 

Period 
No. Building 

Square 
Metres Architect 
Gross 

Cost 	Function/Department 

Electrical Engineering 
Mining 
Metallurgy 

1970/1973 	$3,780,000 

1971/1973 	$1,475,000 

BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTED SINCE 1970 	 Table 1 

1969/1971 	$2,033,000 	Political Science 
East Asian Studies 
Indon. & Malay. Studies 
History 
Fine Arts 
English 
Classical Studies 
Language Centre 
Dean's Office and 
Faculty Office 

	

390 	*Staff Architect in 	 R.J. Grills 
association with Berg & 
Alexandra 

	

8,275 	Roy Grounds in association Cockram 
with John F.D. Scarborough Constructions 
& Partners 

150 Law — Council Chamber and 	1968/1970 	$ 348,000 
Lecture Theatres 

191 Medley building 

"Mr. Rae Featherstone 

Recreation Grounds Committee 

103 Squash Courts 	 1979 
	

$ 200,000 Five New Courts 

103 Air Hall 
	

1980/81 	$ 178,000 	Indoor Facilities 

389 Montgomery King & 
Associates 

740 Montgomery King & 
Associates 

Bowden Fraser 

Geodome Space 
Frames 

1971/1973 	$ 727,000 

1971/1973 	$ 794,000 	391 Parking Spaces 
Underground 

1973/1974 	$ 413,000 	Business Administration 
Economic History 
Economics 
Legal Studies 
Institute of Applied 
Economic and Social 
Research 

192 Physics 

193 Electrical Engineering and 
Metallurgy 

194 Genetics 

195 South Car Park 

148 Economics and Commerce 
(Extensions) 

	

12,658 	Stephenson & Turner 

	

5,057 	Eggleston, MacDonald 
& Secomb 

	

2,273 	Godfrey & Spowers 

Loder & Bayly 
Engineers & 
Traffic Consultants 

	

1,006 	Staff Architect in 
association with John F.D. 
Scarborough & Partners 

K.G. Hooker 

Hansen & Yuncken 

Prentice 

John Holland 

Prentice 

K.G. Hooker 

A.V. Jennings 

Cockram 

E.A. Watts 

1978/1980 	$3,185,000 

177 Baillieu Library 
(Extensions) 

Engineering (Extensions) 

175 	West (Block B) 

176 	East (Block D) 

200 McCoy Building 

142 Agriculture (Extensions) 

183 Howard Florey Institute of 
Experimental Physiology and 
Medicine (West Extension) 

Pedestrian Bridge over 
Swanston Street 

130 Union (Extensions) 

1971/1972 
1973/1975 

1973/1975 

1973/1975 

1974/1975 

1975/1976 

1976/77 

$1,100,000 
$ 737,000 

	

$4,307,000 	Civil Engineering and 
Surveying 

Mechanical Engineering 

	

$3,603,000 	School of Earth Sciences 
Geology 
Meteorology 

	

$1,435,000 	Plant Sciences 
Soil Sciences 
Animal Production 

$1,888,000 Institute 

$ 221,000 

	

3,204 	John F.D. Scarborough & 	Cockram 

	

2,178 	Partners 	 R.J. Grills 

9,798 	Civil & Civic Design & Construction 

6,319 	Eggleston, MacDonald 
& Secomb 

3,595 	Garnet Alsop & Partners 

1,410 	Yuncken Freeman 

Eggleston, MacDonald 
& Secomb/Irwin 
Johnston & Partners, 
Engineers 

827 	Eggleston, MacDonald 	Hansen & Yuncken 
& Secomb 
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List of Drawings 

1. University site plan, transparent overlay showing BUILDING 
ENVELOPES 

2. University site plan 

3. Recreation Grounds/North Car Park site plan, Stages 1 and 2 notional 
future developments, including running track car park BUILDING 
ENVELOPE 

4. University Square site plan, transparent overlay showing BUILDING 
ENVELOPES 

5. University Square site plan 

6, 7. External properties peripheral to the main site (2 drawings) 

8. 	Traffic-free pedestrian zones 
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Notes on Building Envelopes 

The new building envelopes show where new buildings, if needed, 
maybe built, and where they may not. 

The envelopes do not imply that new buildings shall or must be 
built within them. If the buildings are not needed, they will not 
be built. If they are never needed, they will never be built. 

By the same reasoning, the envelopes do not in themselves 
imply the demolition of existing buildings, regardless of whether 
the existing buildings fall inside or outside the envelopes. 

An existing building will be retained so long as it can be made to 
serve a genuine University function to the University's 
satisfaction, and so long as its site is not needed for another 
purpose which the University judges to be more important. 

However once an existing building has been demolished, any 
part of its site which falls outside a new building envelope 
reverts to open space. 

(The above extract is from Section 2.2.4, The Function of 
Envelope Diagrams.) 

Mandatory underpasses at ground level through the envelopes 
are indicated on the envelope plan. Mandatory underpasses will 
be those which are essential to maintain pedestrian or vehicle 
access and through routes. 

Shadows: the length of the shadow on the ground is an 
indication of building height. An actual shadow scale, in storeys, 
is supplied. As in the 1970 version, most shadows indicate three 
storey buildings, but this is not meant to be inflexible. The actual 
height should be determined for each building on the merits of 
the case at the time it is designed, using the principles laid down 
in the 1970 Report. 
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NOTES: 

1. BUILDING ENVELOPES 

See Section 2.2.4, The Function of Envelope Diagrams 

2. UNIVERSITY SQUARE. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 

In the transparent overlay (opposite page), a pedestrian 
bridge was included as an element considered to be 
necessary in the possible future development of University 
Square under the Master Plan. In that sense the bridge is an 
'envelope', but the position for it shown on the overlay is 
simply a notional location, albeit a logical one. There is no 
commitment to build a bridge in that exact location. 
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Drawing 7. 
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MEMBERS OF THE GROUNDS SUB-COMMITTEE 

The Grounds Committee was convened in 1953 at the request of 
the then Acting Vice-Chancellor, Professor J.S. Turner, with the 
following membership: 

Professor J. Burke (Convenor) (later Sir Joseph Burke) 
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor G.W. Paton (later Sir George Paton) 
Professor J.S. Turner 
Professor V.M. Trikojus 
Mr. Roy Grounds 
Mr. John Chinner 
Dr. J.S. Rogers 

The Grounds Sub-Committee was formed in 1967: 

Professor T.C. Chambers (Chairman) 
The Vice-Principal (Mr. R.D. Marginson) 
Professor J.S. Turner 
The Staff Architect, (Mr. Rae Featherstone) 
The Staff Engineer, (Mr. A. Kinsman) 
The Executive Officer Buildings, (Mr. M.R. Pawsey) 

In 1968 the newly appointed Grounds Curator, Mr. A. Brierley 
and the Controller (Buildings), Mr. W.P. Curlewis joined the 
Committee. Membership was also widened to include nominees 
of the Buildings Committee, Mr. Hume Dow and Professor M.E. 
Hargreaves. 

S.R.C. representation was also recommended in 1968 and Mr.]. 
Leaper became the first student representative in 1969. 

In 1972 a representative of the Staff Association, Mr. J. Anwyl, 
was appointed and in 1975 the General Staff Association was 
represented by Mr.H.K. O'Brien. 

In March 1974 the University Council approved a formal 
structure and membership for the Committee. 

Professor T.C. Chambers 	 (Chairman) 
A Council nominee 	 (Mr. Hume Dow) 
Buildings Committee nominee 	(Dr. P.J. Moore) 
M.U.S.A. nominee 	 (Ms. D.J. Dyason) 
S.R.C. nominee 	 (Mr. K. Prince) 
Co-opted member 	 (Professor V.M. Trikojus) 

Ex-officio Members 

The Vice-Principal 	 (Mr. R.D. Marginson) 
Controller (Buildings) 	 (Mr. M.R. Pawsey) 
Deputy Controller (Buildings) 	(Mr. R.F. Murcott) 
Grounds Curator 	 (Mr. A. Brierley) 
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A list of members of .the Grounds Sub-Committee 1967-1981 is set out 
below. 

Mr: J. Anwyl 

Mr. M. Bond 
Mr. A. Brierley 
Mr. A. Burbidge 
Professor T.C. Chambers 
Mr. G.L. Close 
Mr. A.G. Cole 
Mr. W.P. Curlewis 
Dr. D.J. Dewhurst 

Dr. L. Douglas 
Mr. Hume Dow 

Ms. D.J. Dyason 
Mr. R. Featherstone 
Dr. A.A. Grant 
Professor M.E. Hargreaves 

Mr. H.G. Helms 

Mr. P. Hope 
Mr. A. Kinsman 
Mr. J. Leaper 
Mr. R. Lycette 
Professor M. Manion 
Mr. R.D. Marginson 

Mr. N. McLean 
Dr. P.J. Moore 

Miss W. Morris 
Mr. H.K. O'Brien 
Mr. M.R. Pawsey 

Mr. K. Prince 
Mr. G. Roche 
Mr. J. Ross 
Mr. L. Rudolph 
Professor V.M. Trikojus 
Professor J.S. Turner 
Mr. J.D. Watson 

M.U.S.A. (1972-1973) 
Additional Academic member 
(1975/76) 
Council nominee and Acting 
Chairman, (1977) 
Buildings Committee nominee 
(1978 —) 
S.R.C. (1971-1972) 
Grounds Curator (1968-1978) 
S.R.C. (1970-1971) 
Chairman (1967 —) 
U.M.G.S.A. (1978 —) 
Controller (Buildings) (1969-1973) 
Controller (Buildings) (1968), 
Additional Buildings Committee 
nominee (1977) 
M.U.S.A. (1979 —) 
Buildings Committee nominee 
(1968-1973) 
Council nominee (1974-1976,1978- 
1981) 
M.U.S.A. (1974,1976-1978) 
Staff Architect (1967-1972) 
vice Mr. Hume Dow (1970) 
Buildings Committee nominee 
(1968-1973) 
M.U.S.A. (1974-1975) 
Additional Buildings Committee 
nominee (1977) 
U.M.G.S.A. (1976-1977) 
Staff Engineer (1967-1974) 
S.R.C. (1969-1970) 
Grounds Curator (1980 —) 
Co-opted member (1980 —) 
Vice-Principal (1967 —) 
and Chairman of the Buildings 
Committee (1972 —) 
S.R.0 (part 1971) 
Buildings Committee nominee 
(1974-1977) 
Co-opted member (1978-1979) 
S.R.C. (1973) 
U.M.G.S.A. (1975-1976) 
Executive Officer Buildings (1967- 
1973) 
Controller (Buildings) (1973 —) 
S.R.C. (1973-1974) 
S.R.C. (1979 —) 
Grounds Curator (1978-1979) 
Co-opted member (1981 —) 
Co-opted member (1970-1975) 
(1967-1973), Acting Chairman (1970) 
Co-opted member (1976-1980) 
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